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A finding that the U.S. cannot
afford to experiment with com
pulsory licensing in the energy
field

BY MARCUSB. FINNEGAN'

1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

A. The Urgency of the Energy Challenge
President Carter, in one of the first major policy

statements to the nation and the world, has announced
a far-reaching energy program which includes

, " extensive conservation measures as
,..,.~~~\ well as encouragement for the develop-

,..t. . '"j 'I, ment of new energy sources and
.' 'I, .~ technology. The warning is clear that
V:tl-~),: time is running out and answers must

.
' '/~ ':~,,3 t be found quickly to meet,our increasing

~ .."" ...d' ., • ,,~. " .. '"

.

"".""."".. primary energy resources are rapidly
'.' ,,)' ~ being depleted.
,(,. " .AI President Carter emphasized the

... need to balance inducements to save
M. Finnegan energy and the disincentives to waste

energy while encouraging development of new energy
alternatives such as solar, geothermal and wind
power. The new administration's proposals have
initiated an emotional but serious debate among the
American people as to the needs and prioritiesenun
ciated in the national energy program set forth by the
President. Yet, few dispute the urgency of the crisis
and the challenge now faced by all the peoples of the
world.

In 1973 the "energy crisis" first captured the at-·
tention of the American public, and the magnitude of
the problem was forcefully demonstrated to all. The
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(oPEC), culminating a long process of evolution, as
serted its control over the rich Middle East oil,
reserves,In classical cartel price-fixing fashion, OPEC
quadrupled the' price of its crude oil, thereby
triggering a new, more serious round of worldwide in
flation and causing concomitant devastating, disrup
tive influences On employment, production of fer
tilizers (and hence, agricultural production), home

.Partner, Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow & Garrett,
Washington, D, C,; The author is indebted to C. Larry
O'Rourke, associate in the author's law firm, and
Wilbur G, Hamlin, student at Harvard Law Schoo~ for
their assistance in preparing this paper.

heating, transportation and the international balance
,of payments.

Initially, the energy crisis was perceived as a
problem of immediate shortage engendered by a
multiplicity offactors, but gradua. Ily it became evident "
that the problem was more fundamentaL No longer ~

could the industrialized countries depend on an ever
expanding supply of petroleum' to propel their
economies forward, No longer could energy be
carelessly wasted by all sectors of the economy,

The starkest reality of all is the fact that world
petroleum reserves will be exhausted within one
lifetime at present rates of consumption.' Since the
United States depends upon petroleum and natural gas
for 75% of its energy needs and since our per-capita
energy consumption is far· above that of any other
country, the potential impact upon this country is
staggering. The amount of its oil that is imported by
the United States has' now risen to above 40%, and
there is little optimism .that the upward trend can be A
reversed, at least for the near-term.' Increased costs •
and voluntary cutbacks succeeded in reducing total
national energy consumption in 1974 and 1975, but it
now appears that public consciousness of the problem
has eroded and consumption has again started to rise.

The danger of national dependence on anyone
source of energy is evidenced by the, recent crisis
engendered by our heavily reliance on petroleum, In
passing the Federal Non-nuclear Energy Research and
Development Act of 1974, Congress recognized the
need to conduct a research and development program
encompassing all potentially beneficial energy sources
and utilization technologies, "including fossil fuels,
nuclear fuels, geothermal resources, solar energy, and
other forms of energy.'" This is the optimal strategic 11
approach, for some technologies will require long lead V
times to develop, others will require market testing
and consumer acceptance, others may prove" unac~
ceptable and have to be abandoned, and still others
will require careful analysis to determine the future
availability of required raw material, labor, and capi-
W~ ,

Seven high-priority technologies that promise
potentially significant energy contributions in the
near- and mid-term and three technologies with
longer-term,potential, have been identified by ERDA,'

Congress also found that, "the urgency of the
Nation's energy challenge will require commitment A..
similar to those undertaken in the Manhattan and l(
Apollo projects,'" Enormous financial, scientific, and
technological resources will be required, and a fuller
understanding of the problem must be developed by
the consuming public, Regular reports to the Congress
and informed public debate on the costs and benefits of



l;;k C. ERDA's Mission and the Row ofPatents
;,';1<, ERDA's role, as the governmental catalyst to en

<t't courage private investment in research and develop
\:,\. ment in' new energy sources and utilization
\"l" technologies, will be enhanced by an enlightenedY'l1: patent policy, but it could be doomed to less than eom
,jj,\"( plete success, 'or even failure, by a dulled and reac
;~,+,',', tionary policy. Although patents are but one factor in
!t~~\ ERDA's overall program, their importance to
~~~:" achievement of ERDA's goals should not be un-
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• allernative policy choices must be encoura~ed. For the
gar~antuan undertakin~envisioned to meet our future
ener~y needs, cooperation among l(overnment, the
private industrial sector and the general public is
obligatory and indispensable.

B. The Rationale for Government Assistance to
Catalyze Energy R&D

One key to successful resolution of the "energy
crisis" will be to find a way to encourage and stimulate
the flow of investment capital into the energy in
dustry. A major economic factor discouraging in
vestment in the development and commercialization of
new energy sources and utilization technologies has
been the availability of low cost, plentiful fossil fuels
over an ,extended period of time. The risks associated
with investment in new energy sources, which in
itially will be noncompetitive with existing fossil
fuels, are extraordinarily high, and the technolo'gical
barriers are substantial. Tberefore, private in
vestment in energy research and development has
been relatively low.' Given tbis background of disin
centive to private industry, United States govern
mental assistance to the private sector is both
necessary and desirable.

Govern!llental assistance in energy R&D is also ap
propriate since the social returns from such research
(in the form of decreased pollution. less dependence on
fuels which must be mined, increased use of
inexhaustible sources, a'nd the like) are, at least
initially, likely to be higher than private returns.
Economists have found the problem of social and
private returns from R&D to be a fertile ground for
debate, and at least one recent study finds that the
social returns are much higher than the private;' This
will most certainly be the case in such important
energy technologies as solar and fusion energy, where
the capital expenditures will be large and the economic
rate of return, at least in the beginning, will be low.

Other factors which militate in favor of govern
mental assistance are the protracted development
periods and massive amounts of capital which will be
required. Private corporations tend to maximize short
term returns and constantly reevaluate the rate of
return on their investments. Large investments which
can only prove profitable many years in the future are
not likely to be undertaken by private industry whose
management is most concerned with its current in
come prospects. This behavior pattern is demon
strated by private industry's concentration on in
vestment in applied research and development, having
a near-term pay-off in commercial products, instead of
investment in basic research where the commerical
pay-off is long-term and speculative at best.·

derestim,ated. As a vehicle for technolo~y transfer
within private industry, patents can increase the pace
of competition by encouraging investment to find new,
cheaper and cleaner sources of energy. .

If ever adopted, mandatory licensinl( will have a
tremendous, but hi~hly questionable, impact on EI(·
DA's patent policy. The Congressional mandate to the
Administrator of ERDA" to make recommendations
on mandatory licensing requires a close scrutiny of
how best to achieve transfer and use of new technology
without discouraging private investment - the
ultimate question being, "Will mandatory licensing
help?" Proposals for mandatory licensing of patents

.are not new. With minor exceptions ,11 however. they
have not been found necessary by Congress and, con
sequently, have not been encated into law.

This paper focuses on whether mandatory of com
pulsory licensing, as a possible device to be used under
ERDA auspices, will encourage and channel private in
vestment into energy related areas of innovative ac
tivity and promote transfer of new technology as it is
developed, or whether it will have an opposite and
deleterious effect. In the first section, aspects of the
patent system, pertinent and relevant to mandatory
licensing, are discussed to establish the underlying
propositions of the paper. The incentives for private
investment in new technology are then disc\lssed.

The role of voluntary licensing of patents, which as a
profit producing mechanism is itself an encouragement
to private investment, is next explored to determine
its efficiency as a vehicle for transfer of technology.
Mandatory licensing, as an adjunct mechanism to the
existing system, is then discussed in terms of its costs
and benefits. The final and important question
analyzed is, whether ERDA can better achieve its goals
with, or without, a mandatory patent licensing
provision as a part of its policy, This author concludes
that mandatory licensing has no place in ERDA's
patent policy.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PATENT
SYSTEM, REAL AND IMAGINED

A. The Legal and Economic Justification for the
Patent System

A diseussiou of mandatory or compulsory patent
licensing" must be based upon a thorough under
standing of the patent system and its economic
justifications. It must be understood what the system
is designed to accomplish, how it fuuctions in practice,
and what its imperfections are. Only then can an in
formed opinion be formed, buttressed where possible
by empirical st\ldies, as to what the benefits and costs
of the system, without mandatory licensing, are to
society and whether in fact it "promotes the progress
of. ..the useful arts,"

The constitutional basis for the patent system" is
well known. The several patent statutes enacted from
time to time by Congress under authority of Article I,
Section 8 of the Constitution have all provided for an
exclusive right in the inventor protectable by the
remedies of injunction and damages. Althoug~

Americans have always been suspicious of economic
monopolies, I" there are sound economic- justifications
for granting an inventor such "exclusive" rights.
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In his 1958 study, Prof. Fritz Machlup presented one
of the better explanations." 'First, there is the
Aristotelian idea that man has a natural property right
in his own ideas - the "natural-law" thesis. Second,
the "reward-by-monopoly" thesis holds that justice
requi'res that a man receive reward for his servicesin
proportion to their usefulness. to society. Third, the
"monopoly-profit-incentive" argument claims that to
make it worthwhile for inventors and investors to ex-.
pend their efforts and risk their money, society must
intervene to increase their profit expectations. Fourth
and lastly, the "exchange·for-secrets" proposition is
that the patent represents a contract between the in
ventor and society, with the former surrendering
possession of secret knowledge in exchange for protec
tion of a temporary exclusivity in its use." Perhaps
none of these theories is individually sufficient, but
when considered collectively, the rationale and
justification for the patent system becomes clear.

B. Costs and Benefits of the Patent System
Basically, the award of a patent allows the inventor,

and his financial backers, to reap the rewards of his in
vention over a 17·year period. It remains for the paten
tee (hereafter denoting the owner of the patent) to
develop his invention into a marketable product,
edu'cate the consuming public as to its advantages, and
then compete in the marketplace against all other
similar products. Imitation by others is seldom im
mediate, and without a patent system it is probably
true that an inventor who introduces a new product or
process would have the "exclusive" use of his invention
for some brief period before the copiers could enter the
market. It is likewise true, however, that the absence
of patent protection would work to the advantage of
large, established firms with the technical, financial,
and marketing resources to exploit the work and ideas
of others with impunity.

But under the patent system, the potential reward
offered spurs the self-interest of inventors and in
vestors. In some cases, it is possible· the rivalry may
lead to premature commercialization,17 as when a
prospective patentee/inventor fails to pursue all the
possible inventive approaches to a given problem and
settles on less then the be.st solution to anticipate his
competitors' entry into the marketplace. It is also ap
parent that duplicative research, which is a necessary
result of a competitive situation, is economically
wasteful. One inventor is rewarded with a patent for
being first, and another inventor who may have pur
sued a similar path is denied for being second. But no
alternative, whether by administrative fiat or scien
tific selection, has been found to identify before the
fact that one single person or group of persons best
qualified to solve a given problem. The patent system
encourages those best qualified to try, and it rewards
the first one who is successful.

Certainly the patent system inhibits or prevents
copying of another's invention by the threat of an in
fringement suit and possible injunction. But the
prospective infringer has the knowledge revealed by
the disclosure of the issued patent and, if the financial
incentive is great enough, he will try to Uinvent
around" a commercially successful invention. The
patentee will probably seek patents on improvements

and relatcd inventions to enhance his defensive
posture even though, after further experimentation,
he will decide to develop only the best commercial em
bodiments." In any event, scientific and technical ~

knowledge is advanced by this process, and the public 11.
is' benefited by these advances.

The benefits which accrue to the public from patent-
ed inventions are numerouS, the most prominent
being the reduction of production costs, the satisfac
tion of consumer demands, the solution of societal
problems, and the production of new products, in·
formation and knowledge. These benefits are
unrelated to the rewards for the inventor, and
although not solely the result of a patent system, fur·
nish additional justification for the patent system. In
the energy field the need for them is manifcst. For in
stance, energy sources must be produced that are
economically com petitive, but the unmet demand for C
clean, inexhaustible energy sources has been ac·
centuated by society's refusal to tax effluent, a
proposal long espoused by economist."

By not relating the full costs of pollution to the
product, prices are suppressed and become in
creasingly unrelated to social' costs. The coun
tervailing need to control inflation and provide some
measure of equity for the underprivileged disrupts the
market forces and provides less incentive for industry
and inventors to seek alternative innovative solutions.
However, the patent system helps to alleviate this
market imperfection by promising a reward to the one
who can solve these problems. The existence of patent
rights automatically tends to encourage the allocation ~

of resources to innovative activity despite coun· '"
tervailing market forces. IO

C. Alleviation of Technical and Market Uncertainties
Through the Patent System

Even if the necessary resources are available for the
inventor to pursue a solution to a problem and the in
vestor provides his support, the obstacles facing him
can still be sizable. A first obstacle is uncertainty,
which takes several different forms. There is, in many
cases, enormous technical uncertainty, i.e., the in~

ventor does not know in advance what ,result he can
achieve with a given method of exploration. The
literature abounds with stories of repeated failures,
persistent trial-and-erro.r e'xperimentation, and in a
very few cases, ultimate Sllccess.:U A second form is
market uncertainty, where prediction of what the
demand for a new product Or process will be is oftcn
not possible. Some type of risk·shifting institution,
such as the patent system, is both necessary and
desirable to assist the inventor over these obstacles.

There is yet a third form of uncertainty, alluded to
previously, and that is the high probability in a com
petitive environment that failure to assume the
technical and market uncertainties may generate the
substantial risk that another will succeed first. In a
business environment, decisions to invest in R&D are
but one part of overall corporate strategy. If a firm's
products are competitive on the marketplace an.d are
solidly protected by patents, it eould elect to cut back
its research endeavors. This type of election is,
however, rebutted by the experience of the pharo
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that there is no suppression of pal"nts by till' pat"nt
holder. Gilfillan recit"s a long list or prominent in·
dividuals who e1aimed that t.hey had never heard or a
suppressed p.atent.~o Testimony before CongTcssional
committees suhsequent to Gilfillan's report has failed
to cite a single cxump'!e:.

Debate in the political arena during- World War II
did much to cultivate t.he belief in suppressed patents.
The widely publicized 1941 report of the Temporary
National Economic Committee ITNEC) charged that
certain corporations had used the patent system "to
control whole industries. to suppress competition. to
restrict output. to enhance prices. to suppress in
vention, and to discourage .inventiveness·.~i Thurman
Arnold. chiefof the Antitrust Division and a member
of the TNEC bec.me the leading exponent of the sup
pressed patent argument and took his cases toeourt."
as well as to the people." Arnold alleged that Standard
Oil of New Jersey was responsible for the rubber
erisis. that General Electric had conspired to restrict
production in energy.saving fluorescent lights, that
Bausch & Lomb had hindered the war effort by failing
to exploit military optical patents. and that Rohm &
Haas. among others, had prevented the expansion of
the infant Plexiglas industry.

The rubber crisis of 1942 is often cited as an example
of suppressed patents. Thurman Arnold alleged Stan
dard Oil had violated the antitrust laws by entering in
to agreements with the German chemical cartel. I. G.

. Farben. not to license others to exp:tJit the huna ruh·
ber (synthetic rubber) patents. When the Japanese cut
off the Southeast Asian supply of natural ruhber and
the President appealed to the American public toturn
in old tires. garden hoses, bathing caps, and raineoats,
Arnold responded to the crisis hy filing a 20.000 word
antitrust complaint. A consent decree issued the same
day and was unopposed by Standard Oil." The Rubber
Survey Committee set up by the President and headed
by Bernard Baruch concluded that the failure to ereate
an alternative to dependence on natural rubber was
due to a eomplicated mixture of human. bureaucratic.
and teehnical failures."

Another writer viewed the facts from a eompletely
different perspective than that of Arnold. Lawrence
Langner explained that Standard Oil had traded in
formation on the production of butyl rubber from
petroleum to I. G. Farben in exehange for information
on buna rubber. high-octane aviation gasoline. and syn
thetic toluol lessential for the manufacture of TNT!.
Sinee Germany faced a short.age of petroleum
throughout the war and consequently could not exploit
the technology from Standard Oil, it ean readily be
seen that Standard Oil Kot the better part or the
bargain. It is fairto ask why Standard had not invested
in a plant to manufacture synthetic rubber. The an
swer most likely lies in the initial capital required to
enter this new market. It was estimated that over $800
million for plants was necessary to supply the needs of
the country. Since natural rubber was plentiful and
inexpensive, the corporation can hardly be faulted for
failing to make such an investment."

General Electric was charged with engaging in a·
conspiracy with certain utility companies to restrict
the production of fluorescent lighting." The consent
decree was not made final until five years after the

'maepuUcal industry, which expends a hig-her per.~

ccntaKe orits sales in R&D than any other industry in
tI", United States." yet. continues to place heavy
rclianee on patent protection. Patents ar,e important to
this industry, and the risk that anot.her will succeed is
apparently the powerful spur to heavy investment in
continued innovative activity. .

In other industries (and to some. extent in phar
maceuticals). some firms adopt what has been iden
tified as the "fast second" strategy." Such firms
specialize in "reverse engineering" insteadof creative
research. When a small firm' introduces a tech
nologically innovative product. that proves. or at
least promises. to have commercial possibilities. a
larger firm can rapidly imitate the product and then
use its superior marketing position to rapidly deploy
its imitation and ensure retention of its dominant
position in the industry. It is this type of activity which
often results in patent infringement suits, and if the
patent is held valid and enforceable. the penalty for
being second is enormously increased. If the patent
owner prevails. the infringer's activities can be en
joined by the court. The costs to all parties is usually
high, but the patentee's investment of his resources to
develop and commercialize the invention is protected.

D. The Worth of the Patent to the Patentee
In recent years the prospects for successfully en

forcing a patent have greatly diminished." In litigation
where patent validity is an issue. findings of invalidity
vary significantly between the federal circuits and
even between courts and panels within the same cir·
cuit, but by a'oy measure, they have been increasing..:zs

Explanations for these increased holdings of invalidity
range from the Patent Office's use of reduced stan
dards of patentability in examining patent ap
plications." to a changed judicial attitude biased
toward animosity against patents." and even to basic
changes in the process of invention because of the
multiplication of scientific knowledge in this century."
Whatever explanation or combination of explanations
is correct, the fact is that the "exclusive right"

. inherent in the patent grant is being diluted. and. the
patentee's expectations of securing real protection for

. his invention.are being eroded by this judicial trend.

i:';
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\~;, E. Alleged Private Suppression ofPatents Contrasted
:,t~!;; With Actual Governmental Suppression
:'t,~;'.. The Idea of patent suppressIOn has appealed to many

:',;)::}t~'. critics as a cause for patent reform and has even been
'r!i~;> elevated to the level of dogma for some. At various
:':j~~~:,: times, business concerns have been accused of at·
l~r~~ri:::tempting to protect their own economic positions by
):~fi,;l failing to exploit patents which they have developed or

tl"'l\,lz acquired.
~. ':> It is said that such nonuse prevents technologically
"~..'.,l.,\innovative small,bus.inesses from entering the market
"':': and that corporations regularly acquire patents from
'1, independent inventors to keep the inventions from
". being purchased by. competitors." One proffered

·;remedy for alleged suppressed patents has been com
pulsory or mandatory licensing.
. There is, however. not a shred of evidenee of actual
~uppression; to the contrary. there is every indication

,
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complaint was filed and the fads are somewllat
nchulous, but from the best evidence it appears that
Gj<~ was, indeed, working the patents. Any con·
spiratori~al ag-rcements to restrict production were
properly subjected to scrutiny under the antitrust
laws. hut.the case cannot be cited as authority for the
suppression ofpatents. 3lJ

The Bausch & Lomb case" also involved alleged sup·
pression of patents. Secretary of War Stimson thought
otherwise," and the War Department publicly ex
pressed the view that it had experienced no shortages
of the bombsights produced under the company's
patents (which had been obtained from Germany)."

An objective look at the facts of the World War II
cases reveals that no patents were being suppressed.
The rhetoric of both sides was filled with ringing ap-

. peals to patriotism, and it is likely that the Baruch
report spotlights the real causes. However, certain
facts are undisputed. The United States had virtually
no military force in the 1930's, and isolationism was the
order of the day. As late as 1939, Senator Borah was
ahle to declare, "We are not going to have a war. Ger
many isn't ready for it. ..1 have my own sources of in-
formatiori. u · ,

In the Selective Service Act of 1940 Congress
stipulated that draftees could not be used outside the
Western Hemisphere." In August, 1941 the House of
Representatives renewed the Selective Service Act by
but a single vote." When the . large investments
required to commercialize these inventions are con
sidered in view of the small military market and the
predominantly isolationist political inclinations,
business cannot be blamed for failing to anticipate

. what Arnold called "a war to preserve industrial
'dcmocracy."" In the quest to win the war, the exigen
cies of the 1930s became the "suppressed patents" of
the 1940s.

On the other ha~d, there are recorded instances of
Kovernmental suppression of patents. The Federal
Communications Commission, with the consent of the
inventing corporations, held back the introduction of
television so the transmission standards could be
estahlished. frequency bands could be allocated. and
the most promising designs could be tested. This
nonuse of inventions actually accelerated and
strengthened technological advance."

The most famous example of government patent
suppression is found in Vitamin Technologists. v.
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation." The patents
eovered the _process of irradiating oleomargarine to
produce vitamin D and thereby reduce the incidence of
rickets in the poor who could not afford to huy butter.
The President of the University of Wisconsin, under
strong political pressure from the Wisconson State
legislature," had continually refused to license any
third parties to work the patents, ostensibly on the
grounds that fradulent claims might be made con·
cerning the equal effectiveness of oleomargarine when
compared with butter. The court found the patents in·
valid, but remarked, "(even if valid) such refusal to
permit such irradiation warrants the refusal of the·
equitable injunctive and accounting relief sought by
the corporation IWisconsin Alumni Research Foun
dation)."49

The American patent system is thus beneficial to the

. economy.' to' the businessman, and the American
public, as well as to inventors g-enerally. It is a part of
the legal system which is uniquely vital to "pro.
gress.. .in the useful arts" by benefiting- the ~

public and the inventor respectively throuKh full ,
disclosure of the invention and hy the g-rant or "ex·
c1usive rights" in. the invention for a limited time. The
patent law has been a viable vehicle for disclosure, and
not, as has been alleged, a means for suppression of
new ideas and concepts.

The patent system. however, functions. as above
described, because of the encouragement it provides to
investment in innovative activity. The patent reduces
the formidable risks faced by the investor in striking
out on new technological frontiers and helps to channel
his dollars into enterprises which lead to new products
and processes and to solutions of hard problems. The
incentive to invest in the results of the human in·
ventive spirit must be present before resources can be.
marshalled and applied to develop those inchoate
res.ults to the point where they can be put into prac·
tical use and thereby further technological progress.
This important incentive is the next area for inquiry.

III. THE INCENTIVE TO INVEST

A. Investment, Competition, Risk and Government In
centives to Innovate and Disclose

The role·of the patent system as an incentive to in
vest (Machlup's "monopoly-profit·incentive" thesis) is
often overlooked because of apparent basic changes in
the nature of innovative activity in this modern scien
tific age. To reduce an idea to an identifiable invention
a century ago, an inventor needed time, knowledge,
and capital. When he received a patent, further, more
substantial capital investments were necessary to
commercialize the invention. In all instances he faced
risks in the development of his idea, and his patent was
designed to minimize these risks, hoth in the in·
novation and the commercialization stages, as
discussed above. In the absence of investment capital,
most inventions were not exploited. 511

The situation today is not inapposite. As scientific
knowledge has expanded, innovative activity had
become correspondingly more difficult. The
requirements for human resources in the form of time
and knowledge have multiplied to the extent that
teams of inventors are now necessary for industrial
firms to remain competitive. Capital investmen ts in
salaries, laborator-ies. and equipment have· also in
creased enormously.~1 In some industril's ({'.g.,
petroleum) the capital requirements for R&D are so
hiKh <\S to pose an absolut" barrier to all hut t.h"
largest firms. 'The substantial invest.ment, both in
research and product development. required in
technologically-intensive industries le.K., much of th"
energy industry) to remain competitive can usually be
met only by a large scale R&D organization.

But still the patent system provides an important in
centive to invest in innovative activity and the follow
on commercial exploitation of· inventions. However I

several studies have shown that when competition 
and hence the risks in herent to such activity' - has
been reduced in certain regulated industries, the rate
of innovative activity declines dramatically.



- A rl'rrnt study'of the railroad industry examined tho
devl'iopment and diffusion of information systems for
freig-ht cars and concluded that the failure to introduce

" a national freig-ht car information system .was not a
pj'oblem of technolog-y but one of institutions and in·
stitutional rules and procedures," It was found tbat
economic regulation limits ownership rig-hts in freight
cars through the le!(al restrictions it places on the use
and exchange of such cars, and these limitations on
ownership rights affect the ways in which a national
freight car information system could and would be
used in freight car distribution. The report also
suggested that a larger governmental role in the
development of such a: system would probably not
hasten introduction.

A further conclusion is inescapable. Long-term
--a economic growth and stability oCthe railroad industry

, through tecbnological advance and tbe introduction of
cost-saving measures has been impeded through over
regulation. This may have been compounded by the
risk aversion of bureaucracies. As a result, massive"
public funds are being pumped into the railroads in an
effort to resurrect the remnants of an important in
dustry.

The experience of tbe railroads has important im
plications for ERDA. First, transportation is a major
consumer of energy, although the largest percentage
.is through automobile usage, But now, as petroleum is
rapidly becoming more expensive, it may soon be more
economical to ship certain goods by rail than by truck.
If such a reversal takes place more innovation will be

~ required in the railroad industry to enable it to fulfill
, \' its increased transportation role efficiently. Second,

the ERDA plan calls for the increased use of coal,
which will create a need for more rail capacity, at least
until alternative transportation systems are
developed. Third, the noncompetitive environment in
which the railroads now find themselves does not
provide the incentives to, innovate and to introduce
such innovations into USe. If the potential for profit in a
particular industry is depressed, it is an axiom of
economics that less capital investment will be chan
nelled into that segment of the economy."

The government has a number of tools available to
encourage in Yes tment in inn ova tion in energy
conserving technology. For instance, the National

'"" Research Council has proposed various tax credits and
'\ ,_' payment deferral procedures to encourage innovative
,,', activity." Each of the tax proposals focuses on a
':/. slightly different aspect of the product introduCtion

',,: life cycle. This tax incentive approach seeks to make it
,::;;:,;" more economical for industry to invest in innovative'

'c,,', activity and to carry it to a point of commercial ex
" ploitation, but it has little effect on reducing the

,,:!,; element. of risk which is ever present. The patent
,:,iii', system efficiently reduces that risk, and it ac
tt complishes this desired' result without the political
!;~~,,;;. controversy which invariably attends Congressional
:~;f?ti;,; discussion of tax incentives for industry.

~ But, the efficacy of the patent system depends upon
,f:~~, the advantages which .bus,inessmen can se.e in the
'!'1~:~' system. If patents are mfnnged by competitors and
:'~:"1,j eventually declared invalid after long, expensive law
'I~\ty, suits, the incentive to obtain patents and the
: It;'; corresponding incentive to invest in innovative ac·
il'~' ,}~l . ,
~,~ ,,'f '~;' .
':\sr~" .

tivity will be lessened. There are indications that mallY
firms are now rcsorti.ng- more frequently to t.rade
secret prot.ection in lieu of scek.ingpatent protediol1, a
point whieh will be developed later ,in this paper."
Some technology is particularly susceptihle to trade
secret protection, e.g. where the innovative work can·
not be reverse engineered without. inside knowledg-e or
the disclosure of a patent. For instance, process
technology is particularly susceptible to trade secret
protection. Process technology will be extremely im
portant in the energy field in all the areas identified by
ERDA," and the 'government should encourage, not

,discourage, disclosure of such technology.

B. What Policy Should ERDA Adopt to Compress the
Development Period

Investment in innovative activity should not be
viewed as a single, .Iump.sum infusion of capital wit b a
resulting output of patents or trade secrets, but rather
as a continuing process that can be rougbly segreg-ated
into the following stages: basic knowledge, applied
research, development and product testing, market
testing, and product introduction." According to one
study, the time period from discovery of a technically
feasible concept to tbe beginning of commercial
development averages nine years, and the commercial
development period then averages another five
years.~8 .

ERDA's mission, in part, is too compress or shrink
this development period, and, simultaneously, its ef·
forts in the research area will undoubtedly have a

significant impact on the production of new
knowledge. However, it must be strongly emphasizpd
that knowledge does not benefit any consumers until
that knowledge is put to use," and no products will be
introduced until a firm has adequate incentive to in
vest in and to develop new technology and until the
firm can confiden tly assesS both the risks and the
potential profits. Patent protection plays an important
rolein these investment decisions for many firms, bot h
because it reduces the risks and uncertainties for the
investor and because it makes possible relization of
profits through licensing, cost reduction, increased ef
ficiencies and the like.

Recent studies show that many of the laq,;<,st in
dustrial firms are bypassing the patent system or have
adopted a policy of licensing all applicants." If such
firms are successfully resorting to trade secrets as a

·protective measure for their investments. the ('~)n·

suming public is ultimately the loser. Disclosure of ad·
vances in the' art by others are vitally inrportant. as
building blocks for additional innovation and sub
sequent compression of the time to develop nt'W
energy technology to the point of comn",reial USt'. Ad·
vances in ener!(y technology will be more rapid and
more certain, if they are built on public disclosure of in
ventions, which can at least be assured in part by t.he
incentive of a strong patent system.

C. The ExclusiveNature ofPatents,
a Spur to Investment

The need for exclusivity in patent protection should
be distinguished from the desire for exclusivity ina
sales or manufacturing situation, where restrictions
'such as territorial or customer limitations may con-
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stit.ut.e a violation of the antitrust laws. Often the in
vent.inn described in a pat.ent is untested in the
marketplace; it must compete with established prod
ucts, customer loyalties, exten,sive marketing net
works, and other obstacles. The strong belief that,the
development and introduction of new products and
processes is beneficial to the general welfare is of t.he
essence to the rationale behind our pat.ent laws. The
reward,of "exclusive use" gives the maximum possible
encouragement to inventors to develop and introduce
beneficial technological advances. Government policy
in the continuing preseht energy crisis should also of
fer the maximum possible encouragement to inventors
and innovators to create technological advances.

If the exclusivity provided by a patent encourages
investment, then compulsory licensing, would,
axiomatically be counterproductive. Although many
variations could be drafted, it must be assumed that,
any new statute would be patterned after the Hart
Long Amendment"and that the concern behind such
proposals is primarily based on the "lessening of com
petition" or the "tendency to create a monopoly." Yet a
patent demonstrably increases competition in
technology. It brings a new 'idea to the marketplace
and gives the inventor the exclusivity of his defined in
vention for 17 years to compete 'against existing
products. If his invention offers consumers a better
product at a lower price, it is conceivable, though
rarely the actual case, that the entire market will
divorce his competitors and turn to him. In the face of
shrinking profits, formerly entrenched firms would
then have several options: (1) to cut prices (and
profits) to remain market-competitive, (2) to attempt
to negotiate a license with the patentee, or (3) to try to
improve upon the patent, i.e. "invent around" it.

Given the long period necessary to introduce and
market a new product, an invention cannot be ex
pected to dominate a market for the entire or even a
substantial part of the 17 yearsofthe life of the patent.
Even if a patentee should be so fortunate as to suc
cessfully attract the entire U.S. market for a given
product before his patent expires and even if he should
refuse to license others (which is almost never the
case)," it could not be said that he has damaged the
consuming public. The theory behind competition is
that the public will be benefited by the widespread
availability of the best' goods at the lowest possible
price, but if a market were to prove to be so stagnant
as to lose all sales to a new patented product, such 'a
market would have to be viewed as imperfectly com
petitive. If a patent owner refuses to license, he forces
others either to innovate immediately or to wait until
his patent expires. In short, the exist.ence of a patent
often makes the market more competitive, not less.

Just as a single patent can strengthen competition,
the assertion of patent rights, when not justifiably sub
ject to a misuse challenge, does not have a "te.ndency
to create a monopoly." The myth that a patent is a
monopoly in common antitrust parlance was given an
appropriate burial by the Supreme Court when it per
spicaciously stated:

The- term m.onopoly connotes the _giving of an ex~

elusive privilege for buying. selling, working, or
using a thing which the pU,blic freely enjoyed
prior to the grant. Thus a monopoly takes
something from the people. An ':nventor deprives

the public of noLhinK which iL enJoyed belare hiS
discovery. , . lIe may keep hi!; Invention secret
and reap iis fruits indefinitl!ly ,H

The analysis is thus carried back to Maehlup's fourth
justification for the patent system, the "exchange-for. ~
secrets" thesis. The grant of an "exclusive right"
should be viewed as a coniract betweon the inventor
and society the object of which is t.o increase com
petition by encouraging investment 'in new innovations
and the concomitant toleration of exclusive rights for a
limited period of time, at the expiration of which the
invention will be freely available for use by all.
Perhaps the problem in the energy field is the fear that
some inventor will develop a low-cost, miracle sub-,
stitute for gasoline or the much discussed "215-miles
per gallon carburetor" and make enormous profits."

However, any idea that some new invention will
solve our energy problems overnight should be ~
dispelled immediately. Meeting the nation's energy
problems will require the diligent labor and
cooperation of all our citizens, the creative efforts of
inventors, and enormous capital investments. Any
proposals which sacrifice long<term progress, the
production and publication of knowledge, and the in
centive to invest should be discarded as shortsighted
attempts to manufacture quick solutions to these enor
mously complex problems.

D. Competition/or the Investment Dollar
One critical problem facing the energy industry is

the availability of capital. ERDA and the Federal
Energy Administration have recognized this problem
and the consensus seems to be that "capital markets ~

will be capable of meeting the energy investment
demands within the range of the historic proportion of
energy investment to total business investment (23%
average over the past 25 years)."" This proportion,
however, has been greater during the past five years.
and ERDA estimates that the investment per unit of
energy over the next quarter century "may range from
50% to 70% greater than today's investment per unit
of energy."!>!>

Private investors, then, will demand a higher rate of
return due to the risks and uncertainties and the large
amounts of capital required. In view of the recent low
rates of return on equity and profit constriction, it
seems likely that investment may be more debt
oriented. Recent studies suggest that investors in the 4
venture capital market are already more heavily in
volved in debt financing than might otherwis,e be ex
pected." Tight money policies, if continued, could also
have an adverse effe<;t on channeling- investment
capital into energy H&D to cope with the energy
challenge.

Removal of the traditional exclusive right that ac
companies that patent grant would have an especially
damaging impact on the ability of small business to at
tract financial backing. Private investment every
where is spurred by the hope of picking a winner,
and recent surveys have shown that even the poor do
not wish this opportunity to be removed from the C
American way of life." Arthur Ok un, President John
son's chief economic adviser, adds his support to this
incentive and decl-ares:

The possibility ·of "making it big" seems to
motivate many Americans, including some who
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have nol made it at all. They dream of rUf{s-to
riches and project that dream from generatIOn to
g-eneration ... In 1972 a storm of protest from
blue-collar workers greeted Senator McGovern's
proposal, for confiscatory c.state taxes. They ap·
parently wanted some big prizes maintained In
the game.·..

It is the prospect of a high return on investment
(ROIl that maintains the venture capital market. This
same possibility is what, spurred Carlson to invent
Xerography and Land to create the Polaroid Camera.
Virtually all small companies consider financing a
significant barrier to research," and these sOlall com
panies are often the most technologically innovative."
If excl usivity through patent protection is removed,
small business will have little'or no incentive to join in
the effort to respond to the energy challenge.

E. The Role of Government Policy in Reducing Com
mercial Uncertainties

Even government assistance in raising ,capital can
not remove 'market uncertainties. Commercial ac
ceptance of a new product is the ultimate test. Perhaps
the most significant problem faced by the solar heating
industry is the high initial cost for an unproven
product, and few individual consumers are willing to
assume such costs. The government may find it
necessary to assure a market for this industry,
thereby providing incentives for further competition,
demonstrating system feasibility to the nation, and
lowering prices in the process.

The incentive for private industry to il)vest has
always been high when a market is assured or the
government is the consumer (witness the experience
of DoD, NASA, and TVA). The other side of the coin is
illustrated by the Department of Agriculture, which
conceives, develops and publicizes new inventions for
its private sector market, the farm community. Pat
ents have not been especially important to businesses
engaged in R&D with the USDA, probably, not only
because its policy has been to' freely grant nonex
clusive licenses or to dedicate the patents to its public,
but also because there is no well-defined and assured
market for its inventions.

ERDA's mission is uniquely different from that of
most other agencies. ERDA is not a COnsumer and will
only have a partial role in the development of new
technologies, with such R&D work as it does designed
to create a multiplier effect throughout private in
dustry~ 7'1 Widespread commercialization is, of course.
the final objective, and the conclusions of the 1968 Har
bridge House Study, directed primarily tothe defense
industries, are instructive in this regard.n This study
found that once an invention is developed, the major
factors influencing its actual commercialization are: (1)
the extent of market demand for products employing
the invention: (2) the degree of promotion by govern
ment agencies which sponsored the .research; (3) the
size of the firm's investment necessary to bring it to
market; (4) the prior experience and attitude toward
innovations of the organization that developed them;
and (5) the type of patent rights available to protect
the firm's investment."

In the energy field, market demand for new prod
ucts or processes will be unknown initially. If tech
nology advances o,ccur rapidly, inventions and invest

ment may become obsolete just as rapidly. Capital in
vestments will be large - ERDA estimates ex
penditures over the next decade at $450 to $600
billion." Given such facts, industrial corporations will
need the maximum possible protection for their in
vestments. The patent system can help provide this
protection"and the necesSary incentive toensure'com·
m:ercialization.

IV. LICENSING AND THE TRANSFER OF
TECHNOLOGY

A. Factors Which Encourage Licensing
Before examining the available evidence on the ef

fects of compulsory licensing resulting from both
legislative and' judicial detprminations, the role of
"voluntary" patent licensing, as it relates to the trans,
fer of technology in our modern industrial society
requires analysis. An underlying assumption in this
analysis is that both licensor and licensee are seeking
to maximize their private returns. on investment and
are seeking to use the best technology available for
their particular situations. The bargain which can be
struck depends, as always, on the relative bargaining
position of the licensor and his potential licensee.
Patents, know-how, and trade secrets may be licensed,
and the best available evidence indicates that licensing
is becoming more typical in practically all technology
dependent industries."

The decision to license any particular technology is,
of course, only one part of overall corporate business
strategy, but there are many reasons why afirm would
want to license others to use its intellectual property."
First, and surely the most basic justification for licen
sing, is the desire to realize royalty income. Remun
eration may vary substantially with the value
of the technology and the need of the licensee to
receive it; the most common arrangement is. a royalty
calculated as a percentage of net sales.

In other situations, fixed or lump sums have been
negotiated. In the absence of specific statutory regu
lation, licensing agreements are regulated by the
antitrust laws, and existing case law demands that
licensing be conducted on nondiscriminatory terms
(sometimes interpreted as "identical terms") in the ab
sence of sound business, economic, or legal reasons for
different rates."

A second justification for licensing is the desire to
penetrate foreign markets which may be blocked off
because of duties, local sale peculiarities, restrictions
On direct foreign investment, transportation costs, and
the like. Licenses may be negotiated with local firms to
the benefit of each party. These international licensing
arrangements normally have a positive effect on the
balance of payments for the United States and an in.
significant impact on the domestic labor market. In a
corollary situation, a U.S. firm may wish to lend
technical .assistance to its foreign subsidiaries, and
licensing provides an appropriate vehicle for· ac
complisnmg such a strategy.

As a third justification, a corporation may want to
test market a product or test a process indirectly
where it canno.t be done directly. By licensing
technology to another firm more willing or more able
to risk the investment in new technology and then ob-
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serving the results, a firm places itself in a better
position to justify large plant, start-up. and marketing
expenses, In this particular situation, the Owner of
technology is more likely to actively seek out prospec-
tive licensees. .

Another reason justifying licensing is the licensor's
desire to obtain other technology. As part of ,the
bargain, this can be accomplished through grant-backs
or straight.exchanges, but both parties must always be
certain that their actions do not contravene the all"
titrust laws.19

In' some cases, a licensee may, wish to purchase new
materials, services, or equipment from the licensor. in
addition to the technology which is the main purpose of
the contract. Where there is no coercion on the part of
the licensor and the' additional goods are sold at
reasonable, competitive prices, there is no per se
illegality."

Particularly in the licensing of spinoff technology
which the licensor does not intend to utilize to a sub
stantial degree. there is an especially strong incentive
to seek our licenses. The royalties from such
agreements can be used to help justify large and con
tinuing R&D expenditures. In many such cases, licen
sing serves an additional purpose - that of motivating
an employee who can see his ideas put to work instead
of lying fallow. .

A final reason for a company to license others is the
desire to avoid an antitrust suit. Large firms with sub
stantial patent holdings and a solid market position are
acutely aware of their vulnerability. The major thrust
of the R&D work of such firms is not programmed to
"block" or "fence in" cOmpetitors, but is designed to
break new ground and assure that appropriate
technology will be available should the firm find its
needs changing. There is also a significant, though
unquantifiable, advantage in having the engineering,
production, and marketing staffs working as a team to
solve overlapping problems. This interdisciplinary
cooperative endeavor helps explain the tendency of

. large corporations to internalize R&D staffs and their
often exhibited preference for intracompany tech
nology (the "Not-Invented-Here" Syndrome, or "NIH
Factor" ).

In short, there are numerous reasons for a
technology-intensive firm to wish to license others;
nonetheless, for a relatively small percentage of cor
porations, there are a few good reasons not to license.

B. Factors Which Discourage Licensing
. First, time may be needed for a firm, particularly a

small firm, to attract investment needed to develop its
manufacturing capacity and associated know-how.
Once a patent is granted a corporation may need its ex
lusivity to help obtain financial backing. This aspect of
patent use, of course relates back to the incentive to
invest. In addition to investment required during the
start-up phase, the patentee may need to develop
machine specifications, experiment with production
technology, and determine optimal working con
figurations. During this period, especially considering
the uncertainties involved with the commercialization
of a product, in many instances a patentee would be ill
advised to license, at least not until he has his own
operation developed and functioningsmoothly.

Second, small firms use patents to gain a toehold in a

market dominated by large concerns. Their survival
often depends on the validity of their patents and the
exclusive right to make, usc, and sell a belter product.
In such situations competition is enhanced by protect
ing the small firm entering the market as a new com
petitor'. There is an identifiable tendency on the part of
the judiciary to protect such firms and the new infant
industries which they spawn.

In the development stages, it is often true that a
patent owned by a small firm will not be worked to the
maximum extent possible. It is, thus, not inconceivable
that a small company could achieve a significant
technological breakthrough in the energy field, refuse
to license others, and itself not be able to satisfy the
then existing market demand in the United States. But
such situations are like stop-action photographs taken
at one particular instant in time, before the pressures
of the marketplace and' rational business judgment
have prevailed.

The small businessman wants to maximize his
profits as much as any other businessman and faced
with unfulfilled demand for his product, he rationally
must opt for increasing his ability to supply the
product. He may achieve this ability by 0 btaining add
ed investment secured by his "exclusive" rights or
he may decide to license others to .assist in meeting
persistent demand. Either option increases profits to
the small business and benefits society by meeting the
demand for the product. The dynamic aspect of the
scenario must be recognized to evaluate the ultimate
effect upon the public.

Under the above circumstances, for an ERDA ad
ministrator to certify a finding to a U.S. district court
that a patent is not "reasonably available," and is
"reasonably necessary to the development ... of an
energy system;" that "there are no reasonably
equivalent methods to accomplish such purpose;" and
that "the unavailability of such right may result in a
substantial lessening of competition ..."" would be
shortsighted and impetuous. Such a finding would only
benefit the large, established corporations, decrease
competition, and sacrifice long-term gains for a short
term increase in production. A compulsory licensing
statute could be misapplied so as to work grave in
justices upon a small company which manages to over
come technological barriers blocking others. Its
reward for such contributions should not be an ap
pearance in a Federal district court to explain why it
should not be forced to license others, but rather
should be the retention of the exclusive proprietary
rights ensured by its patent and its freedom to pursue
a rational business course.

Third, other firms may simply wish to keep their
competitors at a disadvantage by not licensing essen
tial technology. This strategy is adopted mainly by
small-and medium-sized corporations, or those with a

. relatively small share of the market for a given
product. Cost-reducing technology in the form of
patents, trade secrets, or know-how, in and of itself,
does not necessarily put a competitor at an unfair
disadvantage, since the competitor can adopt other
cost-reducing tactics in its own purchasing, produc
tion, marketing and management procedures.
Technology is but one item which contributes
materially to the cost of products and to assert that
technology should be freely available to all is to imply
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tha,t every cost-sf!.ving measure should' be likewise
freely available. which comesdanf(erously close to the
total absence of competition. If cost-saving innovations

)
must be available to all. why should any firm innovate?
The practical effect is to stifle innovation, which
ultimately hurts the consumer. the same result
reached through conspiracies in restraint of trade,
only on a much larger scale.

A fourth reason for refusing to license is the
possibility that the licensor may be dragged into
litigation by his licensee. Since Lear, Inc. v. Adkins,"
ahrogated the doctrine of licensee estoppel. the federal
courts have been subjected to a virtual plethora of ac
tions seeking declaratory judgments of patent in
validity by licensees. " It has been held that federal
courts have jurisdiction over a declaratory judgment

.. suit brough. t by a license.e notwithstanding the fact
• that a state action for breach of contract had

previously been initiated by the patentee." The Third
Circuit has found that a licensee may challenge the
scope and validity of the licensed patent without first
terminating the li.censeagreement." Under the Lear
doctrine extreme conduct by a licensee can be ex
pected as in USM Corp. v. Standard Pressed Steel
Co." where the licensee sued for'a declaratory judg
ment of patent invalidity. refused to pay the royalties
due under the license agreement. and sought a pre·
liminary injunction against termination of the license,
which was denied. The licensee then appealed to the
Seventh Circuit which affirmed the denial of the pre·
liminary injunction, although it did grant the licensee

'"lIo. additional time to pay the royalties he had withheld
'. pending r.eview ofthe interlocutory appeal."

The merits of Lear, Inc. v. Adkins have been ex
tensively debated, .. but it cannot be denied that the
the unfortunate victims are independent inventors"
promote one "federal policy" have literally' opened a
Pandora's Box by encouraging expensive litigation,
dilatory tactics, and the breaking of contracts. Many of
the unfortunate victims are independent inventors"
and small corporations. Even consent decrees. which
normally carry the res judicata effects of a final
judgment, have not beim immune from attack." Lear
encourages a firm to negotiate a license. to build a
plant without fear of litigation, to commence manufac·
turing operations, and then to file suit seeking a

"'" declaration of invalidity in the court of its choice, and.,
V adding insult to injury. to cease to pay royalties from

the date suit is instituted. Given the present state of
turmoil and confusion and the demonstrated
willingness of many courts to find patents invalid,it
would not be surprising for patentees to give deeper
consideration to the Lear problem before licensing
others to work their patents. .

The public policy expressed in Lear is to permit "full
and free competition in the use of ideas which are in
reality a part of the public domain."" and the ultimate
objective of the patent system is to encourage in·

. ventors to divulge their discoveries. or as Machlup
.. ; . defined the idea - an "exchange·for·secrets." But
,"' when the law takes away with one hand what it gives
:,} with the other hand. respect for the institution must
.i" .• inevitably decline. When business ethics are being

,~Jt, assailed from all sides. as they are today. it may be
':',\':\. time to question the contribution of the law itself to
•.'t\J.!.any decline in ethics. Patents may be "worthless" in

Ll~.:~··: .

twodirfercnt senses. There may in(h'cd be. as lo some
patents, a lack of "invention," or. on the other hand.
there may be a refusal on the part of the law to abide
by Its contract withlhe inventor.

e, Trade Secrets as an Alternative Mechan~m for
Transfer of Technology

It is extremely difficult to quantify the extent of
domestic licensing of technology. but by any estimate
the value is we'll into the billions of dollars. In·
terna tional sales and licensing of technology in the
form of patents, trademarks. copyrights, trade
secrets, and know-how has alone amounted to over
three billion dollars in recent year:s." These in
ternational transfers of technology have had an im
portant and positive influence on the balance of
payments. helping this nation to maintain fiscal
stability despite greatly increased expenditures for
raw materials.

The patent system is meant to encourage such trans
fers of knowledge. The diffusion of knowledge and the
transfer ofteehnology are encouraged when private in·
eentives can be channeled into socially useful en·
deavors, but when private perceptions and incentives
change. efforts will be channeled elsewhere. Instead of
seeking patents, inventors may resort to more trade
secrets. which can be protected through state contract
and tort law. Where trade secrets are relied upon,
there is less technology transfer. because prospective
licensees have little knowledge of the existence or ex
tent of the technology involved. Nor are those who
would build on the state-of-the-art concepts apprised of
what the state-of·the·art is, sinc.e there is no general
disclosure to the public.

It is difficultto separate patent licensing from trade
secret and know-how licensing; however, patents
usually provide the initial basis for entering into an
agreement to transfer technology, and know-how and
trade secrets are usually necessary additions for the
licensee to successfully practice the invention in a com
mercial context. But if inventors should decide to rely
more heavily on trade secrets as a substitute for pat·
ents, there could be a general decline in licensing.
which .would in turn have a deleterious effect on the
transfer of technology. The exact effect is not known
but could be a subject for further study.

It has been argued that a compulsory licensing
statute would increase the voluntary licensing of
patents and that this alleged result helps explain the
infrequent use of the compulsory licensing statutes
that already exist in foreign countries. This argument
is an oversimplification. As shown in the attached Ap
pendix, the foreign experience cannot be compared
mutatis mutandis to that of the United States.

The strength of patent licensing as a vehicle for
technology transfer depends on the strength and en
forceability of patents. If patents are supplanted by
trade secrets. not only is the inherent public disclosure
afforded by the published patent document lost, but
also the effective transfer of the technology through
license agreements will be undermined."

V. THE EFFECTS OF COMPULSORY LICENSING
ON INVESTMENT AND THE TRANSFER OF
TECHNOLOGY
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A. Nonu,," , Misuse, lL,td Monopolies
Compulsory licensing statutes in the energy fiel,]

could take anyone of.a number of forms, and indeed'
the proposals may 'be placed on a spectrum, with one
extreme being the nO'conditions, nondiscriminatory
licensing of all applicants and the other extreme being
licensing under such numerous conditions as to fote~

close the practical efficacy of such provisions. The
more often proposed rationales for compulsory licen
sing are: (1) in the event of nonuse by the patent owner
(to cu.re alleged "suppression"), (2) in the event a
patentee unjustly attempts to extend the scope of the
patent and misuses it ("misuse" need not, and most of
ten does not, rise to the level of an antitrust violation),
and (3) in the event a patent, or a group of patents, has
a tendency to create a monopoly or substantially to
lessen competition (usually such a situation is subject
to attack under the antitrust laws).'

It has been developed, above, that past claims of
patent "suppression" are in factspecious. 94 There is no
evidence of "abuse" to be cured by a statute with
provisions for compulsory licensing in the event ofa
failure to work the patent." Further, any such statute
raise.s serious Fifth Amendment problems, especially
if the provisions were to be retroactively applied to
issued patents that had not yet. been worked .. An in
ventor may work his invention in secret indefinitely,
but if he is willing to disclose his invention to the
public, society in exchange will grant him the right to
exclude others.

The qUid pro quo of the patent grant is disclosure,
not the working of the invention, and it is disclosure
which promotes the progress of the "useful arts." The
working of the invention, and it is disclosure which
promotes the progress of the "useful arts." The
working of the invention comes about through the
dynamics of the marketplace; the cost-benefit of the in
vention is the primary determinant of whether it is
commercialized. In short, there has been an inadequate
showing that patents ever have been or will be sup
pressed, and there is no other justification for enacting
a statute providing for .compulsory licensing in the
event of non·use~96

The second evil that a compulsory licensing statute
would allegedly cure or alleviate is patent misuse, or
an attempt by the patent owner to extend the reach of
his patent beyond its scope to an extent justifying the
witholding of eqUitable relief by the courts." Misuse
often is asserted as a defense in patent infringement
suits but also can arise as a claim or counterclaim in an·'
titrust cases. The courts have developed a large body
of law concerning patent misuse in recent years.
Usually if misuse is found, a court will not grant in
junctive relief for the patentee until the misuse has
been cured or purged, and the patentee may suffer
temporary loss of royalties from licensees and
damages from infringers." There is no demonstrated
need for the Congress to define by a compulsory licen
sing statute the various situations in which equitable
relief can or cannot be granted: such attel)1pts cannot
anticipate every conceivable situation, and .the courts
are better equipped to order or withhold equitable
relief on a case by case basis.

The third rationale commonly advanced for com-

pulsory licensing, i.e. when assertion ofpatent ri~hls

may tend to create a monopoly or substantially lessen
competition, is supported by those who feel that the'
patent system is in derogation of, and conflicts wilh,
the application of the antitrust laws. The line of demar-.
cation between justified exploitation of a patent within
the scope of the patent grant and illegal activity in
volving use of the patent as an anticompetitive tool is
fuzzy and uncertain. The courts have tried todefine
this line and the Supreme Court has articulated the so
called "patent" rule of reason as a guide:

Con v-eying less than title to the patent or part of
it, the patentee may grant a license to make, use
and vend articles under the specifications of his
patent for any royalty or upon any condition
which is reasonably within the reward which the
patentee by the grant of the patent is entitled to
secure."

The rule is open to varying interpretations and has
been criticized, because of the undefined size and scope
of thOe "r.eward" to which the patentee.is entitled . .But
this very problem, which can be more easily handled
through the adaptability of the courts on a case-by
case basis, is why a compulsory licensing statute would
be impractical. Although a court may de.cide to compel
a patentee to license his patent, this is not the only
remedy available nor necessarily the best in all cases.
Nonetheless, in those circumstances which clearly dic-
tate licensing as a remedy the courts can order it
without any need for a specific compulsory licensing
statute. IOO

Moreover, the language of the Hart-Long Amend-
ment goes beyond the situations where patent use
violates the antitrust laws and reaches the situation in "
which a patentee works his invention and refuses to
license others. The underlying assumption is that com
petition should be open and unfettered for all com
modities, but this assumption ignores the fact that. any
patent must compete with similar technology in the
relevant market. It should be recognized that each new
invention introduces new competitive pressures and
forces the competitors to innova teo This competitive
contribution of the patent system is in harmony with
the spirit of the antitrust laws, and it would be against·

. the public interest to require a patentee to make his in-
vention available to others when he is merely exer
cising his "exclusive right."

CompUlsory licensing has been' a commonplace A
o remedy in antitrust cases,'" but in a cost-benefit 'tl1)

analysis there is considerable doubt whether such
relief achieves g'reater competition or transfer of
technology. The most extensive study to date of the
use made of compulsory licensing in antitrust cases
was that of the Senate Subcommittee on Patents,
Trademarks, and Copyrights in 1960. From August
1941 to January 1959 there were 107 judgments (13 in
litigated cases and 94 by consent) filed in civil antitrust
suits brought by the U.S. Government in which patent
rights were restricted.

Generally, the judgments required licensing of
present and future patents on a reasonable royalty
basis, but in a few cases they required royalty-free
licensing, dedication of specified patents, or limited in
junctions against enforcement of. misused patents. I02

The subcommittee survey, based on 81 defendants sub
jected to compulsory licensing for reasonable
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royalties, repods that in 31 C'lS'" no liccnscs what·
soever were issued and in six additional caSf;S there
was no indication that the deeree provisions had
created any new licenses, Of the 30 conscnt decrees in
which no license was issued there were written
r,'qllests for licenses in only 17 eases. '" Of the 12
litig-ated cases (the other 69 involved consent decrees)
only one was unsuccessful in achieving subsequent
licensing,I04- .

The subcommittee attributed the success of
achieving actual licenses in the litigated cases to the
judicial evaluation of an antitrust complaint in terms of
specific actions of the firms.'" The difference, how
ever, may also be because companies are more
willing to litigate when commercially valuable patents
are at stake. lit general, the overall effectiveness of
compulsory licensing was unclear to the sub
committee. Bearing in mind the limited increase in
patent utilization through compulsory licensing, it may
be helpful to look at several case studies of judicially
ordered licensing to better evaluate its effects,

B. Three Case Studies of Court.Ordered Compulsory
Licensing

The Hartford-Empire case'" is an outstanding exam
ple of a case in which the compulsory licensing of
patents played an important part in the relief that was
granted by a court. The government's compJaint
initially charged Hartford-Empire, 11 other corpora
tions, and WI individuals associated with them as'
officers or directors with conspiring to restrain in-

." terstate commerce by acquiring patents covering
., automatic glass-making machinery. At the time the

complaint was filed 94% of the glass containers
man ufacturered in this country were made on
machinery licensed under the pooJed patents.'"

The government sought dissolution of Hartford
Empire, but the district court decided that a con
tinuance of certain of Hartford's activities would be of
advantage to the glass industry and denied that
drastic form of relief. Finding,. inter alia, that the
pooled patents had been employed to suppress com
petition in the manufacture of unpatented glassware,
the court in effect ordered the forfeiture of the Hart
ford-Empire patents, an action which the Supreme
Court rightly recognized as an appropriation of private

'" property and refused to countenance. The Supreme
"'.." Court held that the compulsory licensing of the patents
. "c,c' could only be ordered on the basis of reasonable
"i,,:{t·, royalties}oa

"1' The case has a significant bearing on the importance
it!' of competition in R&D. Hartford-Empire had been con

tw, ducting essentially all of t.he research in t.he industry,
: :." and since the cost of such R&D was prohibit.ive for

jill::,"~ small firms t.he industry was greatly concerned as to
.;#0,; the effect of cessation of this research. When the
:~V dist.rict court 'finally formulated a decree after t.he
~(iJ;. Supreme Court decision, one of the provisions included
I{J in that decree was an agreement on the part of Hart
;~~ ford·Empire to undertake a program of research and
't'J deveJopment that would be funded from its royalties
i'~i'J and conducted along lines determined through con
j~N:!' sultation with industry members. The results of the

, 't,~;',,: program were to be made readiJy available to industry
·~I\~.:,.members,'"In effect, the decree. created an industry·
:i ,R·;

" ...~:,
~--,,'

wide tcchnolog-y in~uralll~e policy - a strong disin~

ccntive for competitive H&D.
Although the Suprcme Court h"s on occ"sion

recognized the necessity fOT" joint ventures or
coopcmlive R& D en de"vors, "" JI"rtford·Empire is the
pamdigm example of one R& D cOlnpany doing reo
search for an entire industry. There is no competition.
"nd no business incentive to develop new technology in
such a situation, and to some extent, there is also no
competition under the analogous circumstances that
occur when ext.ensive industry-wide patent cross·
licensing agreements exist.

In the more recent case of United States v.Manufac
turers Aircraft Association'" the Department of
Justice alleged that a patent cross-licensing agreement
administered by the MAA had t.he effect of "(a) reo
stricting and suppressing competition "mong the de·
fendants in the research, manufacture and sale of air·
planes; (b) restricting and suppressing competition in
the purchase of airplane patents and patent.able in
ventions; and (0) hindering or delaying the research
and development of patentable inventions for air·
planes," About 1,500 patents were involved and the
agreement had 20 signatories at the time of the action,
induding all of t.he major man ufacturers.

A consent decree w"s ent.ered under which the
defendants, while making no admission of guilt., agreed
to dissolve the MAA, cancel the cross·licensing
arrangement, and to license all the patents and rel
evant technical data at reasonable royalties, The as
sociation noted, ironically, that. the consent decree
called for dissolution of the very organization which
had been established in 1917 at the behest of the
government.

The governm.fut stated that the judgment. would
cause the defendants to increase R&D activities to
gain, inter alia, competitive patent "dvantages. The
defendants would presumably have a greater incentive
to channel their resources into more R&D "nd in t.he
process to. acquire patents or .exclusive licenses to
patents from third parties.

However, in 1975 three companies, Boeing, Mc
Donnell Douglas, and United Technologies, were
responsible for 78% of the industry-wide research and
development. Theset.hree comp"nies spent $644
million for R&D in 1975, a figure which represented
"230% of their profit for the year, For t.hese three com
'panies R&D was 5.9% of sales, a figure which is hig!)er
even than that for t.he research intensive ehemical,in
dustry,

In sharp contrast, General Dynamics, Lockheed, and
Rockwell International, with combined sales almost
equal to t.he combined sales for t.he other three, spent
only $104.7 million on R&D, an amount. which
represent.ed Jess than 1% of their sales.'" It m"y not
be possible'!o ",nalyze the effects of the consent decree
due to the rel:ltively short time which. has elapsed
since it went into effect, but it certainly appears that
R&D expenditures are disproportionately skewed
toward three corporations within the aerospace in
dustry, It is logical t.o conclude that these three cor;
porations will have an initial competitive advantage
and will acquire the bulk of the new patents in the in
dustry.
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The Department of Justice also felt that the
. judgment would make it possible for firms who were

nonmemhers of the MAA to gain access to the
technology necessary to work the patents as well as to
obtain licenses to such patents. For a period of five
years. the defendant members of the dissolved MAA
are required to furnish at a reasonable royalty.
technical information necessary for use in praeticing
patented inventions to anyone licensed pursuant to the
judgment. The government also sought the licensing of
future patents (fora period of 3-5 years) to protect
firms which had relied on the MAAagreement. This
pr'ovision, however, was dropped. lIS

Although it could be argued by some that the 1.500
patents possessed by the MAA posed such a sub
stantial barrier that new firms were unable to enter
the industry. perhaps a more basic problem is the enor
mous amount of.capital investment that is required in
the aerospace industry. For whatever reasons, there
are only a limited number of companies in this industry
and with the recent difficulties of Lockheed, as well as
the problem of a shrinking market, it seems unlikely
that more companies will enter the industry.

If new firms do not enter the aerospace industry, it
is conceivable that the small aerospace firms. lacking
the technology made available in the patent pool, may
not be able to affored the high cost of R&D and be
forced out of the market. In this scenario. each new
patent might tend to increase industrial concentration
as long as new firms do not enter the industry, but
each patent also introduces an added element of com
petition, as the Department of Justice rightly rec
ognized.

Conceivably, this added element of competition
could attract the needed financial backing for a smaller
firm with its technology secured by patents. But if a
compulsory licensing statute similar to the Hart-Long
amendment were in operation for the aerospace in
dustry. the companies which did not invest in R&D
would have the benefits of one large technology in
surance policy, exactly the benefits which they
previously enjoyed under the MAA patent pooling
agreement. Conceptually, the anticompetitive effects
of large patent pools are virtually identical to the an
ticompetitive effects of a compulsory licensing statute.
Solutions to the energy challenge facing this nation
and the world require competition in R&D, not
technology insurance policies for those who do not con
tribute to the effort.

Although the role of patents in the aerospace in
dustry presents an. interesting case study. the recent
history of the automobile industry presents an even
more fascinating history. In 1969 the Department of
Justice alleged that the four major automobile
man ufacturers and their trade association had con
spired to delay and obstruct the development and in
stallation of pollution control devices for motor
vehicles. In a consent decree entered October 29,1969,
each defendant was enjoined from, inter alia: (1) con
tinuing to participate in a 1955 cross-licensing
agreement; (2) refusing to grant royalty-free licenses
on auto emission control devices under patents subject
to the 1955 agreement to all that might request them;
and (3) entering into any agreement to exchange their

company's confidential informatio·n relating to
emission control devices or to cross-license patents or
patent rights covering future inventions in this area.'"

On its face the action was designed to promote com
petition by forcing each firm to acquire patents
through independent R&D. Congress, however, found
this policy unacceptable. and less than two years later
it passed the Clean Air Act Amendments, which in·
eluded provisions for the compulsory licensing of
patents relating to pollution control devices.'" It could
be thought that the existence of these provisions
would have increased the licensing and interchange of
pollution control technology. but there is no evidence
of this ·effect. Now. years later. in the absence of ef
feetive pollution control devices in the automobile in
dustry and certain segments of the utility. industry.
the evidence indicated that solutions have not been
forthcoming from R&D efforts conducted under the
umbrella of a eompulsory licensing statute.

So far as patents on pollution control devices are
concerned, the auto industry has made a complete cir
cle from insurance to' competition to insurance.
Perhaps it is time to admit that manipulations of the
patent system will not solve the problems of pollution,
unless there is an element of competition and some
potential for economic gain to spur the incentive of
self-interest in the innovative.

C. The Unacceptable Consequences That Would Flow
from Enactment ofa Compulsory Licensing Statute

1. The inherent Difficulties of Determining
Reasonable Royalties
Compulsory licensing necessarily engenders un

certainties at the policy-making level. and it also
created extraordinary administrative burdens. Among
the most difficult problems is the determination of a
reasonable royalty. Courts have always struggled with
this difficulty and have generally resorted. to the
willing-buyer, willing-seller formulation. In the
Hartford-Empire case, for example. the distriet eourt
experienced considerable difficulties in establishing
reasonable royalties. lIo

Among the possible approaches to a royalty deter
mina tion are the following: (1) viewing royalty as a
function of the return that the licensor reasonably ex
pects to realize; 12) relating royalty to the cost of the
next best alternative to licensing which is available to
the licensee; 13) considering current royalty in 'light of
a rate previously established by the licensor in
agreements with other licensees; (4) viewing royalty
in light of a rates prevalent in the industry or to which
the licensee has agreed with respect to related
technology in agreements with other licensors; and 15)
treating royalty as a direct function of the enhanced
profitability or cost-saving to the licensee through ex

.ploitation of the licensed technology.

The first option basically considers the patent
associated investment costs of the licensor and at
tempts to determine a royalty which will yield him a
fair return on this investment. Research and develop
ment costs are normally viewed as recoverable in this
determination. but there is often a problem in deter
mining the exact amount of the R&D costs which
should be .related to the patent in question .. Research
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often involves the testing of many different ap-,
proaches hefore a final solution in the form of a paten- '
table invention is therefore, the cost associated with

l inadequate solutions or failures which led to the pat
entable invention probably shoud be included, Other
costs include the costs of administering the license and
fulfilling obligations under the license, such as, travel
cost, 'auditing, preparation of blueprints, costs of
technical, assistance personnel, supervisory and in
spection costs, and the like. The above cost items are
usually difficult to allocate and require a sophisticated
cost accounting system.

The maximum royalty that would normally be
reasonable for a licensee to pay is an amount which is
just less than the incremental cost of the next best
alternative to the patented invention available to the

-. licensee, i.e. the second option. Such alternatives
would principally be: (a) direct use of the technology
thereby risking litigation, (b) design of operative
satisfactory technology that gets around the licensor
patents, (c) licensing comparable technology from'
,another source, or (d) avoiding working with the licen
sor's technology at all.

The third option is frequently used by courts in
assessing a reasonable royalty, but most courts have
required that the previous rate be shown to have been
paid by'a sufficient number of parties in the relevant
industry and under such circumstances as would in
dicate a general acquiescence in its reasonableness. l17

The previous rate must have been agreed upon in
!"'lIt. licensing situations comparable to the current
, \l situation, but comparability is sometimes an elusive
, concept. For instance, there may have been a holding

of patent validity or a change in commercial success in
tervening between the granting of a license to thofirst
parties and the consideration of the granting of a li
cense to subsequent parties. When a compulsory licen
sing situation arises. there will usually have been no
previous licensees; consequently, this option is not

'.; .- normally a viable alternative;
':.,. The fourth option depends upon the availability of
,'1",', information concerning the royalty rates of other Ii
~:;ii cense agreements, within the industry. In some
,_,\} situations front-end ,down payments to arrive at plant
:;5,,' start up can be quite high, and' would affect the
'~ relevance of other data to the license agreement in
\,.V question. So many factors, irrelevant to the com
~f~.( pulsary license, may have been of importance and con
",I" sidered to establish a royalty in other license agree

ments between other parties as to make it difficult or
impossible to apply this option.

, In theory licensing is based upon the premise that a
" license permits the licensee to generate profit in the

most rapid possible manner and with the least risk. It
is logical, therefore, to approach royalty formulation
as a reasonable division (between licensor and licen-

'( see) of profits achievable by the licensee through ex
',ploitatiori of the licensed technology. Although, of

course, there are differences of opinion, a figure of
:j 25% of the profit earned by the licensee as royalty to
f the licensor has been cited by some as a fair royalty ...•
'i Clearly then, there is no simple, fair manner to
'"establish a reasonable royalty for all situations. Ad
ditional influencing factors are introduced by com-

pulsory licensing which further tend to distort what
might otherwise be the "correct" royalty for a given
situation. Applying any of the methods becomes more
difficult in an arbitration type proceeding, where
arm's-length negotiating is not possible, and with the
increased diUiculties will come increased costs to all
parties.

2. The Adverse Shift in the Bargaining Position of
the Innovator
Under the present system of voluntary licensing.

the patent owner and his prospective licensee deter
mine what royalties are "reasonable," and the amount
of such royalties depends upon the relative bargaining
power of the parties. Among the factors which in
fluence the outcome of the negotiations are the
relative size of the parties. the need of the prospective
licensee for the technology, the availability of alter
native technology, and the opinions of each party
regarding validity of the patent. '"

The threat of an injunction may prevent a potential
infringer from using the technology. As a consequence.
the remedy is certainly an important, though inherent
ly un quantifiable, bargaining chip. Its value to the pat
ent owner as an inhibiting influence on the would-be in
fringer, however, has been diminished in recent years.
because the courts have increasingly been finding
patents invalid, furnishing encouragement to would-be
licensees to challenge, validity with less risk.'" In
some cases where particularly strong patents are in
volved, the threat of litigation may be, enough to bring
an infringer to the bargaining table to negotiate a
license. However, it is simply not possible in either
situation (before or after litigation) to quantify the ef
fect the injunctive remedy has upon the royalties
negotiated by the parties.

Theoretically, a compulsory licensing statute should
shift the bargaining positions of the parties in favor of
the prospective licensee vis-a-vis the licensor, but it is
impossible to calculate either theor,etically, or em
pirically the net effect of this shift. In some situations,
the public might be benefited by such a statute, as
when a large corporation, dominant in a particular
market, becomes more willing to license its patents to
relatively smaller corporations. On the other hand, the
public is more likely to be damaged by the effect of
such a statute in almost all other situations, as, for
example, when a compulsory licensing statute can be
used to coerce a small. innovative company into lice,n
sing a relatively larger. establisbed corporation. wbich
can then use its superior manufacturing and marketing
capabilities to restrict and reduce the competitive im
pact of the innovative firm.

In fact, there is every reason to believe that the lat
ter situation (the large firm taking advantage of the
small) will be more common than the former. In the
first place, smaller companies are often more in
novative and have been responsible for many of the
most important techn,ological breakthroughs in recent
history.'" Second, larger firms tend to be more in
terested in cost-reducing technology than in new con
cepts per se.'" Third, despite proportionally larger ell;
penditures. larger firms tend to patent less.'" but are
more willing to license their technology, even without
a compulsory licensing statute.
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If the ,'ffect of a compulsory licensing- statute is tn
weaken the bargaining positions of small, innovative
companies. the negative impact on long-term com
petition will undoubtedly be greater than any positive
benefit to the public in the form of slightly decreased
prices for a short period of time, Although industry
wide averages are· not always meaningful for com
parison purposes, it is nevertheless of interest that
patent royalties in the petroleum industry are ex
ceptionally 10"','" and any slight change in these
royalties would be imperceptible to the public, The im
pact on competition of small, innovative firms could
eventually become significant, however, and such
firms should be encouraged to develop as rapidly as
possible. When a strong patent law is enacted by the
legislature and enforced by the judiciary, new firms
can have a significant effect in reducing prices by in
troducing new elements of competition into the
market. But compulsory licensing, as discussed above,
would be a disincentive to such firms.

3. The Destruction of the Incentive to Invest
The most serious problem raised by a compulsory

licensing statute is the dilution of the incentive to in
vest in new technology. Any investor must consider
the security of his investment, the return on in
vestment, and the potential for capital gains. In
dividuals, as well as lending institutions, are more
hesitant to risk large sums of money in speculative en
terprises and therefore demand greater security.
Where natural resources. for instance, are involved,
investors rely on geological surveys, market studies,
and knowledge of past performance of the industry
when making their ihvestment decisions. Such in
formation reduces the speculative aspect of the in
vestments, but where new technology is involved, an
investor is faced with the greatest possible amounts of
uncertainty and speculation as to the results to be
achieved. By assuring the inventor and investor of the
"exclusive right" for a limited time to inventions
growing out of their enterprise. the risk may be ap
preciably reduced.

Sophisticated investors, however, will demand more
than the knowledge that inventions can be patented.
These investors. who are usually the ones relied upon
for the largest amounts of capital, will demand some
estimate as to the strength and validity of the patent
or patents and their value to the industry. The in
vestors will also seek information on the structure of
the existing industry, prior technology, and the
magnitude of the potential market. II the investment is
technology-intensive and proprietary protection is im
portant,. the investors will become more hesitant to
risk their capital if they perceive that the rights
associated with any ultimately issued patents are to be
lessened. The general attitude of the judiciary toward
patents is well known and provides a substantial
deterrent to investments which are secured by patent
protection. Additional dilutions of the bundle of rights,
such as removal of the injunctive remedy, can only
deter investors m'ore and cause them to demll,nd larger
potential returns on their investment.

Even if a compulsory licensing statute were so
tightly drawn as to encompass only the most serious
abuses. the existence of such a statute would have a

substantial psycholo!(ical impact upon investors. The
country needs important technolo!(ical breakthrou!(hs
in energy, and it is clear that enormous capital in·
vestments will be required.mIl the private sector is to ....
be called upon to risk these lar!(e sums of money in 'W I

speculative new enterprises, these investors will want
and demand security.

Antitrust enforcement represents a known quantity
for practically all American businessmen. Compulsory
licensing, on the other hand, represents an unknown
quantity and can only have a deterrent effect on in
vestment. In short, given proper circumstances, a
patent can call forth risk capital through the
"monopoly-profit-incentive," just as in the well-known
cases of Xerox and Polaroid. These basic and im
portant inventions introduced new technology and new
sources of competition into the marketplace...
benefiting both COnsumers and investors in the .,'
process. In the energy field, where even larger, more
speculative investments in new technology are
required, we should not reduce the rights associated
with a patent by introducing new and dangerous
elements of uncertainty through compulsory licensing.

4. The Likelihood of Increased Resort To Trade
Secret Protection
A problem likely to be created by a compulsory

· licensing statute is an even greater resort to trade
secret protection. We have already alluded to a
possible existing trend toward greater reliance on
trade secrets caused in large measure by decreasing
probabilities of successful patent enforcement and in- •
creasing litigation costs.'" This trend can only be 'C",J
strengthened if compulsory licensing is enacted. .

Patents and trade secrets provide neither identical
nor mutually exclusive subject matter protection.
Some patentable inventions cannot be protected as
trade secrets, and the reverse is also true. Products
that can be "reverse-engineered" and inventive con
cepts that can be easily comprehended once disclosed
through use cannot be adequately protected other than·
by patents. However. certain types of subject matter
may be mOre conducive to trade secret than patent
protection, particularly when such subject matter may
be unpatentable as not meeting the novelty, utility,
and nonobviousness standards of the patent statute.
Tolerances of machines or products, manufacturing Ilk,
specifications, the proper sequence and timing of steps ~}.
in a process are examples of the latter type of suhject
matter. Where slight improvements over the prior art
are involved, and patent coverage is doubtful, trade

· secret protection may also he relied upon. To the firm
which has expended substantial sums of money in
developing blueprints, mockups, and specifications
which represent a valuable investment and would give
competitors an unfair advantage if disclosed, trade
secret protection is often the only answer.

But. there is an area of overlap where inventors and
investors may choose between patent and trade secret
protection. The choice will be made on the basis of .,

· which alternative provides the best protection for the 't[
investor. Many process patents, for example. can also
be successfully protected as trade secrets, and the
type of legal protection elected largely depends on an
estimate of the relative merits and demerits of each



illternative redu"ed to the final question of whieh will
provide the best and most sewre return on in
vestment.

-lil. It is in this area of overlap that the patent system
., performs a most important function by offering protec

tion for the invention in return for the full disclosure of
that invention (Machlup's' "exchange-for-secrets"
thesis). But, if an invent"r and his investors judge that
the financial gains offered by patenting are roughly
equivalent to the, potential gains offered by trade
secrets, rational actors will select the system which
provides more certain protection against ap
propriation by others of the invention or know-how.

There is every reason to believe that, in this country
at least, the legal protection for trade secrets may of
ten be more certain than that offered by the patent

'& system. In Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp.'" the
, ., Supreme Court held that trade secret protection is not
. preempted by operation of the federal patent laws.

Trade secret law is alive and well. At least 20 states
have enacted laws protecting against the unauthorized
disclosure of trade secrets,'U and a number of other
states rely on common law protection for trade
secrets.'" Several courts have ruled that trade secrets
need not be disclosed during eriminal prosecutions un
der state laws,'" and there have been several suc
cessful prosecutions under 18 U.S.C. § 2314 for the
transportation, sale or receipt of stolen trade secrets
valued at $5,000 or more.'"

When the broad protection afforded by trade secrets
, is contrasted with the frequent holdings of patent in- '

,,,,.. validity in the federal courts, it is not rash to predict't.::' that inventors will opt for the former when the subject
:",i' matter is conducive to trade secret protection. It has
-;j,. been demonstrated that the patenting activity of cor
'R\\' porations subjected to compulsory licensing in an
'.\:1;; titrust consent decrees has dropped by approximately

';g~,:;, 20%.'" This may be due to reduced R&D expend
~:;i-ri' itures, the elimination of unimportant inventions. or an

,;fi~'~; in~reased resort to trade secr~ts. I~ is the feeling of
',i",;" th,s author that a compulsory lIcensmg statute would

':'~~~ weaken t~e appea.l ?f the patent system to su~h an ex
I *~1, tent that m a sIgmflcant number of cases, the mventor
. '~~1}. and investor alike would be more likely to protect new
"i,i!." technology, whenever possible, through trade secrets.

,1-,'/' . The~e a~e subst.antiallosses to society whenever an
"(iA"'Ill InventIOn ,s not disclosed through the patent system,

,}~F1 but pra~ticed in secrecy by ,the inventor; First, there is
; .r..IJ1.: a negative ,effect on t~e dIffUSIOn of techno!ogy. Pat-
,'litf ents are Widely publICized and can be obtamed from

"~J,",i, the Patent Office at trifling cost. The state-of-the-art
I,:,I,";I~'~'~",. in a given technology,can often be best assessed by a

X}"j search of issued patents, ~nd many technical journ~ls
ii. W! t;,: and aSSOCiatIOns keep theIr readers and members m~r,';.'i(: formed through publication of the most recently issued
:j,~ '[1i' patents in their respective areas of technology. The
'j"" '~i, patentee. once an application is on file, has no disincen
.'~ '(i tive to publish articles in scientific and trade journals.
il; ",i, ,hut if the invention is protected as a trade secret, the
:.[ inventor does not dare publish. In a society which is
,f,.. ostensibly devoted to open, fair competition. such non
'l:~ \.';'; disclosure represents a significant 'social, 'as well as an

~. - ': economic cost.
it Second. the expense of protecting trade secrets is
;not to be underestimated. It is extremely difficult to
~,1r .
.~!~

quantify such expenses or even to estimate in·
eremental costs hut it seems universally agreed that
industrial espionage is increasing-, I!! and now represen
ts a major part of the so·called "white collar crime" in
this country .

Third, attempts to dupli"ate trade secret technology
are economically wasteful. There is a certain 'amoun t of
duplicative effort inherent in competitive H&D'" but
when a patent issues this effort "an be redirected in
view of the disclosure and channelled into improving'
on what is known. Where the first inventor relies on
trade secret protection, however, other inventors may

'continue to explore blind alleys, wasting time and
m0r:tey. In other cases, the expenses of 'ureversc
engineering" will be economically wasteful and even
after the trade' secret, becomes public knowledge
(which in itself may be costly and time consuming),
still more time and resources will be necessary to
achieve further technological progress. If the in
vention is protected by a patent, the R&D effort to in
vent around will begin with the knowledge and in
formation recited in the patent and, if successful, may
produce important new technology. ,"

Fourth, the resort to trade secret protection may
have an adverse impact upon the ability of American
firms to compete in foreign markets. If trade secrets
cannot be protected in other countries, proprietary
protection in foreign markets will be lost. Eventually a
decline in American patenting overseas could have a
negative impact upon our country's balance of pay
ments.

5. Government-Owned Patents: The Handmaiden of
Compulsorily Licensed Patents - A Case History in
the Nonuse of Technology
In recent years the government has been acquiring

title to United States patents at the rate of about 1,600
patents per year, and each succeeding year has shown
an increase in the total of unexpired patents owned by
the government. The government owned over 27,500
United States patents atthe end of fiscal year 1975. As
long as the government continues acquiring patents at
an ever increasing rate, the total number of govern
ment-owned patents will increase also. This author
recognized several years ago that the active portfolio
of government-owned patents could easily reach
34,000 p~tents in the near future.'" Each of these
patents is potentially available for licensing.

Although the patent system provides to the patent
owner the grant of the right to exclude others from
making, using or selling his invention in the United
States for a term of 17 years, the government, when it
is a patent owner, has, as a matter of policy ano prac
tice, not exercised its right to exclude. The possibility
of a governmentCinstituted infringement suit has only
recently been contemplated for the first time following
the executive branch's initiative in the early seventies
of making it official government policy to spur com
mercial use of government-owned inventions by the
exclusive licensing of government p~tents.

This new government policy has come under heavy
.1ttack from some quarters as a Hgiveaway" of govern~
ment property.'" Nonetheless, if the policy survives
such attacks, past practice and policy may have to step
aside to permit an active enforcement of the right to
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exclude by the government so that tbe rights of its ex
clusive licensees may' be protected.

Until recently then. the government basin the main
adhered to ~ royalty-free nonexclusive licensing poli
cy.'" Since the government willingly licenses anybody
under its .patents. a patent held by the government is
practice not really a patent at all. but more precisely a
form of t.echnically accurate publication.'"
Tbrougb implementation of this policy, tbe fate tbat
has befallen government-owned patents is precisely
analogous to the fate that befalls patents subject to
compulsory licensing.

The government's experience as a nonexclusive
licensor is less tban a compelling story to encourage
adoption of compulsory licensing. Tbe economic
benefits intended to be stimulated by the patent
system have not been derived by the government or
the public through tbe policy of open licensing of
government-owned patents. The available evidence
points to minimal licensing. a disincentive for in
vestment of risk capital in new tecbnology. a general
absence of effective transfer of government·owned
technology. and. a failure to inspire competition in
research. all as a result of the "license-for-all" policy.

It has been estimated that less than 10% of the
government-owned patents available for licensing
have. in fact been licensed, and then only on a nonex
clusive basis ...• Studies have further shown that unless
the government has brought an invention to the point
of commercialization. industry' has evinced almost no
interest in developing government inventions. Ad
ditional development correlates directly with ad
ditional investment. and the investor, assured only of a
nonexclusive license, has repeatedly backed away
from venturing speculative risk capital to support the
utilization of technology protected only by govern
ment-owned patents.

In an interesting bit of history, the Supreme Court,
in the famous case of United States v. Dubilier Con
denser Corporation.... revealed that it well understood
the dilemma presented by government-owned patents.

.The court issued its original opinion on April 10,
1933.'" Twenty-eight days later on May 8, 1933, the
court on motion of the Solicitor General, struck from
its opinion a paragraph which questioned the authority'
of the government to hold ownership to a patent.'"
Through striking this passage, the Supreme Court, by
negative implication, thus gave judicial sanction to the·
government's practice of obtaining title to patents...•

More significantly, for purposes' of this paper,
however, the stricken paragraph contained the
following statement with respect to the question of
whether title totbe patented invention in dispute
should be awarded to the government:

In these circumstances no public policy requires
us to deprive the inventor of his exclusive rights
as respects the general public and to lodge them in
a dead hand incapable of turning the patent to ac
count for the benefit of the public...• (Emphasis ad
ded)

The long-term experience with government-owned
patents has been one of nonuse. The technology and
the patents have lain fallow, and the incentive for in
vestment of risk capital in new and untried concepts
has been missing. This experience is an object lesson
to be learned and heeded, when the champions of com-

pulsory licensing- urge its adopt.i<Hl .
Just as wit.h government-owned pill.ents, pat.ents

subject to compulsory licensing- ecasc to be patents in
the real sense. What is available to all will be invested IIJt
in by none. Patents covering potentially important '"
developments in energy sbould not be emasculatl'd by
destruction of tbe all important right to exclude
througb "lodging them in the dead hand" tbat is man
datory licensing.

D. Foreign Experience With Compulsory Licensing
Proponents of mandatory licensing often point to the

relatively numerous statutes in foreign countries
which require a patentee to license otbers under cer
tain circumstances and argue that the United States
should enact similar legislation. It is not enough,
however, to argue that the United States should make f'
its patent policy conform to that of otber countries,
particularly, if the evidence demonstrates such
policies to be unwise and to have proven in practice to
have been counterproductive. Further, if comparisons
of national patent policies are to be meaningful, each
national patent law cannot be examined in a vacuum,
but rather in the light of the social, eeonomie, and
political factors which influence the varying treat
ments of patents.

One important factor which must be examined is the
commitment of a nation to antitrust enforcement. The
antitrust laws have an important bearing on patents
for several reasons. First, vigorous antitrust en
forcement discourages the rewards of monopoly or
oligopoly and tends to increase the allocation of re- f"
sources to R&D in a competitive environment. Al
though it is largely a subjective judgment on the part
of this writer, the spectacular technological advances
and economic growth achieved by West Germany and
Japan in the aftermath of World War II are in no small
measure due to the strong competitive environment
fostered by antitrust enforcement and, as a partial
result, an emphasis on technological innovation as a
means to achieve growth and progress. Second,
vigorous antitrust enforcement may obviate any per
ceived need for compulsory patent licensing. The con
stant threat of antitrust litigation helps to insure the
diffusion of technology throughout an economy. It is
more than coincidence that compulsory. licensing dill
statutes are common in countries with a weak an- ..,.,
titrust policy and in countries with little or no in.dustry
to protect and foster.

A second factor which should be kept in mind is the
growing tendency toward regional economic uniLy. In
one sense, such" regional organiiationsare built on a
federalist concept, although without tbe strong central
government which is the capstone of our federal
system. The four Scandanavian countries (Sweden,
Norway, Finland and Denmark) recently enacted sub
stantially identical patent laws, but the lack of
operating experience under these laws precludes an in-
formed opinion as to th.eir effects. ..

The European Common Market has been the most.'
important economic union to date, and it has t,aken
relatively small steps with respect to patents. Tbe
major emphasis thus far has been toward eliminating
multination filings of patent applications, and it.is too
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B. Investment is the Key To a Successful Response To.
the Energy Challenge

Private investment in energy research and develop
ment has historically been relatively low. Yet heavy in·
vestment is a key and indispensable factor needed to
spur and support American innovation to overcome
the technological barriers facing the energy industry.
ERDA can provide direction and guidance to the
private seetor to encourage research not only in the
near and mid-term technologies - conservation.
energy efficiency, light water reactors, enhanced oil
and gas recovery, direct utilization of coal, synthetic
fuels, geothermal energy, and solar heating and
cooling - but also in the long term technologies 
breeder reactors, solar-electric, and the harnessing of
fusion energy.

ERDA can provide the direction, but incentives
must be provided to stimulate the investor to follow
ERDA's lead and induce him to risk his precious
capital in these ventures. The investor must be
assured that on the long road to commercialization he
will be accompanied by· the security of proprietary
protection against those who would unfairly benefit
from the technology he develops without having to
subject themselves either to his risks or his capital
outlay.

ERDA's mission and specific objectives are im·
portant determining factors in arriving at its patent
policy and in deciding whether compulsory licensing
should be a part of that policy. The missions and ob
jectives of government agencies and departments have
traditionally provided the rationale for departmental
regulations and policies governing allocation of patent
rights. For example, the mission of the Department of
Defense in sponsoring research and development is

so catastrophic thatthe possibility of failure cannot be
tolerated.

The mission of EHDA was set. forth by Congress in
the Encrg-y Rcorgani7.ution Act of 1974"" which
declared that the

. ..general welfare andlhc COTlllTlon defense and
s(,(~llrity require effective action to develop, and
in<Tcascthc effieil~rH'y and rf'liabiliLy of usc of. all
cneq.::-y sourc('s Lo meeL the needs of present and
fuLure generations, to increase the productivity
of the national economy and strengthen its
position in regard to international trade, to make.
the Nation self-sufficient in energy. to advance
the goals of restoring, protecting, and enhancing
environmental quality, and to assure public
health and safety.

The ERDA mission encompasses and includes direc
tion of federal .activities relating to research and
development of energy sources and efficiency and
reliability in the usc of en·ergy. ERDA expects to ac
complish this mission as a catalyst in a private-public
partnership to induce maximum private participation.

Importantly, ERDA's catalytic role should em
phasize two objectives: (1) the development period
required to bring new energy technology into effective

.use must be compressed, and 12) adequate incentives
must be provided to stimulate rapid commercialization
of the new technology. Encouragement of the private

. investor is the only sure way of achieving these ob
jeetives.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. ERDA's Mission
The United States and, indeed, the entire world are

today faced with the greatest crisis. and
simultaneously greatest challenge, of the Twentieth
Century. We must quickly develop efficient, eco
nomical, and clean energy alternatives to our present
dependence upon petroleum and natural gas.
The United States' answer, at least in part, has been to
opt for a private-public partnership in energy develop·
ment and research to be catalyzed by the Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA).
The goals are necessarily high. New energy sources
and utilization technOlogies must be developed. The
risks associated with achieving these goals are ex
traordinarily great, and the technological barriers are
substantiaL But the consequences of failure would be

'SOiHl to predict. whether the Common Markel will at·
t('mpt to standardize patent laws, much less predirt
the suhstance of such a standardization. In Latin

... America the reg-jonal economic unions have been
., relatively impotent and have yet to consider patent

policy in sii(nificant depth.
Athird important factor which must be weig-hed and

evaluated (s the concern of each 'nation with its, in~

ternational balance of trade. If a~nation adjudges thata
particular compulsory licensing provision will not ad
versely affect its balance of trade, that provision is
more likely to be enarted. If there is no industry in a
given area to protect. a nation is less likely to he
hesitant in adopting- a compulsory licensing provision
which would affect that segment of the economy.

Finally, it should be noted that compulsory licensing
provisions everywhere are infrequently used. The only
possible exception to this statement is Canada, which
has experienced substantial use of its law providing for
the compulsory licensing of drug patents, but it is
questionable whether this policy has resulted in
lowered prices for Canadians, There is, however, no
doubt that the policy has reduced pharmaceutical
manufacturing in Canada and made that country en
tirely dependent on imports. This author is unaware of
any evidence to indicate that the infrequent use of the
compulsory licensing provisions is explained by an in
crease' in voluntary licensing and believes that the
time has arrived for those who advance this argument
to support their assertions with concrete evidence.

To the extent that comparisons between the patent
policies of other countries and that of the United
States are valid. this author believes,that the following
conclusions are in order. First, in some countries com·
pulsory licensing is used as a weak substitute for an
titrust enforcement. Where antitrust legislation is
vigorously enforced. as in this country, compulsory
licensing is not needed as a substitute. Second, the
only discernible trend in the patent laws of the major
industrialized countries!s toward stronger patent
protection. The United States has always had a strong
statutory patent policy and it should continue to have
one. Third, compulsory licensing is not appropriate for
the United States. This is especially true in the energy
field where rapid technological progress is so desper
ately needed.
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-prilllarily to fi'ndfH'W l1lat.('~ials, produd.s and ('quip
Illl'lll for its own liSt' with hut slig-ht ('OIH'l'l'n or l'X~

!wclal ion that IpchllO!og,y devl'lop(l(l undl'J' its :lUSpi('PK
will find utilization in the <"oJ1lllll'rcial market.

On till' other hand. (h<.' Dep;lrlnwnlor Agricultur("s
mission h"s hislorit'ally h(,(,11 tll(" dl'\'l'lopllH'llt of IH'W

prodllds to the point of public u~(' in t.ht'agricu!lural
sedor of the economy. Whether L1H' diffl'ring patent
polil'ips whkh havp evolv"d for the j)ppartnwnt of
Ddensp and thp [}(>partment of AgTiculture ar" th"
hest for mc'pting their individual and special needs
may lw <jlieslioned. hut t.heir respective missions 'have
nonl'lhelpss largely beenTesponsihle for molding their
pres<.\nt-day policit's. '.

ERDA's mission dictalc>sthat adoption of com
pulsory lin'nsinv; would bp folly. ERDA will he' con
trading over the comin~years wilh a divrrsity of com
p~lni('.s for a variety of re~earch and development

. projl'cts covl'rinv; the v;amut of eneq;y sourcl'S and
utilization technologies. Yet the governnH'nt input to
l'nerv;y devdopment cannot succeed if it ·in turn does
not attract privatl' capital to carry the research and
dl'vPlopment forward to the final stages of practical
puhlic usP. .

Investment per unit of energy that will. be required
over the npxt quarter century is estimated to b~ 500/0

to 70% v;rl'atl'T than today's investment per unit of
energy. The cl"ar implication ·is that inducement to the
prhate investment community must he hiv;h to attract
the npcessary capital. ERDA's catalytic mission will he
greatly assisted if the investor can proceed with
ilssurance that patents achievpd through his own en
tf'rp'rise will provide him with [to injunctiveremedy. if
needed. to protect that investment.

C. Compulsory Licen sing Will No t Benefit the Public
The puhlic will not henefit from imposing com

pulsory licensinv; requirements on. energy related
patents; Consumer advocates. Congn'ssmen. and
members of the puhlic rightly are concerned that the
public shouLd be the benefi"iaries of an enlightened
energy prov;ram. But compulsory patent licensinv; will
not "ure or remedy any alll'gpd evils of the patent
system. nor will it providl' to the puhlic economical and
clean enerv;y which will so urv;ently be needed as we
approach the Twenty-First Century.

Courts now havp available to them the compulsory
licf'nsing remedy to apply,on acase-by-case' basis when
needed to protect the public. A compulsory licensinv;
statute would· introduce the further procedure of an
administrative determination and cf'rlifieation to a
distril'l court. Implic'it to such a proc'l'dure is broad
discretionary authority in thl' hands of the ad
minislrator, to investigale all cases brought to his ate
tention,

Thl' procedure would necl'ssarily requir" an in
vestiv;ation and the threat of compulsory licensing
which a competing party could bring to bear on an in
nocent patent owner through the administrator. Even
if there is no basis for compulsory licensing, the poten
tial for harassment is clear, and regardless of the in
tentions of the administrator, unfair pressures can be
applied av;ainst the innocent patent owner, The enact
ment of compulsory licensing legislation would also be
superfluous. because this remedy already exists in the

courts, w'ht,!,l' dill' prOl'!'SS pl'ott'dion is tl\'ailalJlt',
Moreovpr, any compulsory li('('nsillg" ord<'r ultimatt'ly
mu~t (>manatp from tIlt' ('ourtsin any I'\'('nl.

ComplllsOl'y patent licellsing has 1H'1'11 prolllOkd ,IS il

remedy for ,suppression of l.l'chnology, mi.sus(' of pat
(>nts, and antitrllst violations, Tlw'sp allpgpd ahusps of
the patent system hav,' usually I"'ovidl'd t he un·
derlying raUonall' for rOlllpulsory li('('nsing- provisions,
surh as. th(' Hart-Long Ampndnwllt,1\; In S('('tion V.
ahove. it has he"n amply demonstt'alpd that sueh
abuses mav well he illusory, ano ('vpn if an adual
abuse occu~s. evidence d(lm~nstrates that compulsory
licensing could not l'liminatl' or cure the problem. The
data available on court impospd compulsory licensing
of patents as a rpsult of antitrust violations strongly
suggest that it 'has hl'en ineffective to prom()t<~ Uw
transfer of technolov;y.

D. Compulsory Licpnsing Will Not Induce Privale In·
vestment Nor will It Aid ERDA in Achieving Its
Mission

It is unrealistic to believe that imposition of com
pulsory licensinv; will assist in the solution of our
enprgy prohlems, just as it was unrealistic to hl'iil'\·e
that compulsory ticensinv; could solve our pollution
prohlems. The Clean Air Aml'ndn,ents passed hy
Congress required compulsory lin·nsing of patl'nts
related to pollution control deyicps,evpn after the
Justice Department had attacked and broken up a
cross-licensing agreement within thp automobile in
dustry which it considered anticompetiti\"l',

There is no evidence that Congress' a<:tion has in
creased the flow of tpchnology or'pnhanc(>d inno\'ation
in t.his critical technical area. Today, we still do not
have pff"ctive pollution control dpvi"es in eithl'r the
automobile industry or sev;ments of thl' utility in
dustry. There is no positive evidencp sho\\'inR tha~

compulsory licensing has assisted in providing sol
utions which could lead to commercial implementation
of pollution control devices.

Congress by the Energy Reorganization Are of 1974
intl'nded for ERDA to be the primary aV;l'nc)' reslJOn
sible for the research, dl've]opment and dC'lllonstralion
phases in the governmpnt's PIlPrgy progr<.lm, To d
fel'tively .carry out its l'esponsihilitirs in thps(' phasps.
ERDA. already possesses sufficient powers undel' thp
provisions of 28 U_S.C. § 1498."" This statute permits

. ERDA to use privately owned patents during the
course of its R&D contracts, ERDA thus does not nped
a compulsory licensing statute to, carry out its direct
contracting commitments. "

ERDA's catal.vUe roll' in inducing prh·atl' in
vestment to further dp\'elop C'nprgy t('chnolog~' to a
point of comnwr('ialization will lw rnhancpd hy
allowing the private sector to hold slrong patpnt
rights. The, rational investor want.s to rpduce un
certainty and speculation befol'P committinv; his capital
to an enterprise, By assuring the inventor and investor
of the "exclusive right" for a Iimitpd time to inventions
growing out of their E'nterprise. the risks associated
with bringing new technolov;,v to the marketplace are
appreciably reduced and the likelihood of attracting in
vestment to innovative activity is increased .. In con
tradistinction, compulsory licensing reduces the rights
associated with il patent and increases the uncertainty
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iaeed by the inventor and investor to develop an in
novative idea into a profitable produet. In the energy
field, where even larger, more speculative in-

... vestments in new technology are required, compulsory
lIlJ licensing would have a chilling impact on the investor.

This writer draws four major conclusions relevant to
the energy field concerning compulsory licensing:

1. There is no substantial evidence or data to show
that compulsory licensing will remedy or cure "sup
pression" of patents, misuse of patents. or antitrust
violations involving patents.

2. Analysis of past judicial decrees imposing com
pulsory licensing does not show that transfer of
teehnology was encouraged thereby, nor does it show
that there was increased innovation or competition. In
fact, in some cases the evidence suggests the opposite

1
- that compulsory patent licensing has reduced com
petition within a given industry.

• 3. Since compulsory patent licensing drastically
diminished the scope or proprietary protection af-
forded by a patent, its imposition would adversely af
fect the incentive to invest in research on, and develop
ment of, energy technology.

4. Experience with· government-owned patents,
whkh are precisely a·nalogous to mandatorily licensed
patents, has demonstrated that when the right to ex

:'. elude is emasculated or destroyed the patents are
;, "lodged in a dead hand" and the technology covered

.'j, suffers the fate 'of nonuse. What is freely available to

.>( all will be invested in by none.
.0, This writer does not believe that compulsory patent
.~ licensing should be adopted as a part of ERDA'S
l': \' overall patent policy and urgently recommends
"~;'" against enactment of a compulsory licensing statute as
\\:,. being the antithesis of what is needed to encourage the
:"j~.; private sector to wholeheartedly commit its vast
i~i: resourees to the achievement of ERDA's vitally im
;~l'i;' portant goals. !his country, facing a continuing lo~g
'7(:''-: term energy cnSlS and challenge, can not afford to m
,;(. dulge in the folly of experimenting with compulsory

..~·.~T;' licensing in the energy field.
:'r:~·!\-. .

.,v" .•, NOTES•h·
".:r:~f1~ 1. Based on 1974 rates or production, the total reserves of petroleum
'Jk'\. would last for another 35 years. There has been much speculation can
·~.N%r;' cerning offshore reserves, but even allowing for the discovery of new
;~~" reserves, one lifetime is a generous estimate. ERDA, A National
~'~i"~ Plan for Energy Research, Development and Demonstration:
~_. Creating Energy Choices fOT the Future-ERDA-76-11 109 (1976)
.\;~."" fhereinafter-cited as ERDA-76-11].

t [d. at 15·16. 24·26..
,3. 42U.S.C. § 590HbJ (974). Although other government agencies

have some tasks relating to energy R&D, the major responsibility Jor
program' and budget management now belongs to the Energy Re
search and Peve]ol?ment Administration (ERDA).
4, In other countrles R& D efforts in the energy area are in the em·
bryonic stage and the outlook for the future is bleak. Private in
vestment appears to be insubstantial and government investment
lends to be' oriented only toward developing the nuclear option as a
means of meeting near·term energy demands (about 600/0 of the total
energy research, development and demonstration (RD&DJ in France,
West Germany. Great Britain, Canada, and Japan is devoted to
nuclear research). ERDA, A National Plan for Energy Research,
Development and Demonstration: Creating Energy Choices for the
FlI.lure-ERDA-.48, Vol. 1, App. C-3 (975) fhereinafter cited as ER
DA.48]. This disproportionate emphasis could be the greatest risk of
all because of the potential for damage _a-nd pollution to the en·

". vironment, a risk which no one has yet satisfactorily measured.
':,:cNonetheless energy planning and policy for the United States must

be undertaken with a full recognition of the ultimate inseparability of
the foreign and the domestic needs for energy. See, e.g., Committee
lor Economic Development, Nuclear Energy and National Security
IJ 11976'. . .

5. Ncar, and mid·term technologii~san' cOli~ervation Icn(~rf~Y ef·
ficiency), liKht water readors. enhanced oil and gas recovery. direct
ulili'7.,ation of coal. synthetic fuels. I{eothermal en('rgy. and solar'
heating and cooling. Long·term tcchnoloRies are brec'der rC:lctors.
solar electric and barnessing of fusion energ)'. ERDA· 76·1, at 1L
6.42 U.S.C, § 5901{c) (974). From a management viewpoint ERDA
may face more difficulties than the Manhattan and Apollo projects,
whose goals were explicit and capable of definition (i.e., "produce an
atomic bomb which can be delivered to an overseas target" and "put a:
man on the moon within a decade"'. By way of contrast. ERDA's goal
is somewhat nebulous {"achieve solutions to the energy supply and
associ~ted environmental problems in the, im~ediate a~? short·term
..., middle-term ..., and long. term .•. time Intervals, 42 U.S.C. §
59051b'12ll.
7. The oil industry spent slightly more than $700 mimon on R& Din
1975, a figure which represents 0.4% of sales arid 8.3% of prQfits. Oil
exploration costs are capitalized and not included in the total. For a
breakdown of R&D expenditures by industry and firm. see, Where
Private Industry Puts Its Research Money, Bus. Week, June 28.
1976. at 62·84.
8. E. Mansfield et aL, Social and Private Rates of Return from In
dustrial Innovations (1975) (report prepared for the National Science
Foundation l.
9. The basic research share of company R& D funds has decreased
every year since its peak in 1963; In 1973 industrial firms performed
only 16% of all basic research conducted in the United States. The
chemical industry (where patent protection is the strongest) per·
formed 37% of the industrial total. Nationa1'Science Foundation,
Rese'arch and Development in Industry 9 (1973).
10.42 U.S.C. § 5908In).
1L Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1857 b·111970'; Atomic Energy Act. 42
U.S.C. § 2138. See also, Plant Variety Protection Act.7 U.S.C. § 2-404.
There have been no requests for a compulsory license under either
the Clean Air Act or the Plant Variety Protection Act. In the 22
years since adoption of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. there have
been only two recorded uses of the compulsory licensing provisions.
These two cases are discussed in depth in ERDA, The Patent Policies
Affecting ERDA Energy Programs, 218·222 (1976). One of the
requests arose only after extensive court litigation and appeal found a
patent valid and infringed by Hewlett·Packard Company. Not
satisfied with the Court decision, Hewlett·Packard filed a request for
a compulsory license in accordance with 42 U.S.C. § 2183 and even
tually settled out' of court with the owner of the patent. En
couragement of wasteful litigation of this sort was certainly 'not the
intent of Congress.
12. The terms "mandatory patent licensing" and "compulsory patent
licensing" are used interchangeably in this paper and mean th'at, pur·
suant to a statute or judicial decree. a patent owner is compelled to
grant a license to 'another and the patentee's only right is to a
reasonable royalty for its use. Consideration in this paper is given
only to mandatory or compulsory patent licensing and how it aHccts
priva~ely·owned patents and their use (u\ldcr license) by others in the
private sector and not the usc of patents "by or for" the government.
Ar~uably, action under 28 U.S.C. § 1498,' which precludes in

junctive relief, for unauthorized use of a patented invention by or for
, the government, is a form of compulsory licensing; however. this com

plex subject is beyond the scope of this paper. since it affects patents
In all fields, not just the energy field .
I3."The Congress shall have power ... to promote the progress of
... useful arts. by securing for limited times to . ~ . inventors the ex·
elusive right to their ... discoveries." U.S. Const. art. I; § 8. There is
a strong argument that a compulsory licensing statute would be un·
constitutional. The power to secure exclusive rights to inventors for
limited times certainly circumscribes the limits of Congressional
authority; indefinite patent grants, for example, would be blatantly
·unconstitutional. ,

The important question is whether the unambiguous words '~ex

clusive right" preclude the Congressional determination that a lesser
grant, i.e. the right to reasonable royalties, would better "promote
the progress of ',' . useful arts" - the constitutional purllose of the
patent system. In one sense, the rig-ht to f(!asonable roya tics comes
close to a system of monetary prizes for particular inventions. a con·
cept which was exoressly rejp-df!d at t.he r.onstitutional Convention.

Much has been made of the fact that the original draft of the Con·
stitution was amended and strengthened to its final form. that the ab·
sence of the word "patent" was intended to preclude reliance on the
forms of the English institution, and that the brief mention of the
patent system in the Federalist speaks of the wording with approval.
See Schecter, Would Compulsory Licensing of Patents Be' Un
constitutional122 Va. L. Rev. 287 (1936);· Fenning, The Origin of the
Patent ···Clause of the Cons.titution, 17 Oeo. L.J. 109 0928/. There
was virtually no debate on the clause, however"and it does not appear
that the Framers considered, to any great extent, the possibility of a
lesser grant by Congress.

Although the Clean Air Act and the Atomic Energy Act do contain
compulsory licensing provisions. they have .been singularly inef
fectual and no cases have arisen under them. In the absence of a con
stitutional challen.'!:e in a proper case, the Supreme Court has not
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dt'finilivdysct.tlcd the isslle. It should also be noted that 1\ tj)JlI"
pulsory liccn'sin~ statute must. be consistent. with United Slates
treaty obligations. See note 00 infra.
14. tiee. e.g., the ellrly expressions of Thomas Jefferson opposinl{
monopoly and. his later writings supporting- the purposes of the patent
system, as detailed in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1. 7-10
119661.
15. Staff of Senate Comm. on the Jtu1iciary (Machl-up), 85th Cong., 2d
Sess" An Economic Review of the Patent System (Corom. Print
1958).
16. Id. at 21-24. Each thesis has been praised alvarious times by the
courts., See, e.g., (l)"The inventor' is one who has discovered
something of :value. It is his absolute property." United States v.
American Bell Telephone Co.• 167 U.S. 224. 250 1I897); (2) "The
economic philosophy behind the clause empowering Congress to
grant patents and copyrights is the conviction that encouragement of
individual effort by personal·gain is the best way to advance public
welfare ... Sacrificial days devoted to such creative activities de·.
serve rewards commensurate with the services rendered." Mazur v.
Stein, 347 U.S. 210, 219 (953); (3) "The controversy between the
defenders and assailants of our patent system may be about a false
issue-the stimulus to invention. The real issue may be the stimulus
to investment." Picard v. United Aircarft Corp., 128 F.2d 632 (2d Cir.
1942) (Frank, J., Concurring); (4J "fInventionsJare of such im
portance to the public weal that the Federal government is willing to
pay the high price of 17 years of exclusive use for its disclosure."
Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470; 481 (974); Universal
Oil Products Co. v. Globe Oil Ref. Co., 322 U.S. 471, 484 (944); Grant
v. Raymond, 31 U.S.16 Pet.1 218, 242 (18321. .

See. also, Finnegan and Pogue, Federal Employee Invention
Rights.:--Time to Legislate, 55 Mich. L. Rev. 903 at 936-937 (1957).
17. Barzel, Optimal Timing of Innovation, 50 Review of Economics
and Statistics 348-355 (1968).
18. It has been asserted that a compulsory licensing statute would
reduce, or in some cases eliminate, the need to "invent around", and it
is sometimes implied that "inventing around" is a negative and
wasteful process. This argument, however, ignores the fact that the
process of ·"inventing around" may produce new, more valuable
technology. "

The advantages of internalizing R&D are also applicable here. See
discussion accompanying note 29, infra. Finally, the prospective licen
see is not always forced to ·~inventaround'·.The patentee may be
willing to negotiate a license; similar technology may be available
elsewhere: or the firm may elect to utilize the patented technology
without paying royalties and risk a suit for infringement.
19. See, e.g.. , A. Okun, Equality and Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff,
16-1711975).
20. The assertion is difficult to support with empirical data, but it is
safe to say that many illventors, including a large percentage of in
dividual inventors, would not exert their efforts without the potential
reward of the patent grant. In addition, the antitrust laws may have
marginally increased the. allocation of resources to innovative ac
tivity. As Professor Markham has,noted, "(Public policy1enco_urages
the pursuit of monopoly reward through innovation by denying with
increasing v(gor pursuit of such rewards by other means." Markham,
The Joint Eff~cts of Antitrust and Patent Laws Upon Innovation, 56
Am. Econ. Rev. 291. 2991May 1966).
21. E.g., Stillerman, Resistance to Change, 48 J. Pat Off. Soc'y 484
(966); see also, J_ Jewk£s et al; The Sources of Invention (2d ed.
19691.
22. S1.157 pillion (4.7% of sales, 51.2% of profit) in 1975., Where
Private Industry Puts its Research Money, Bus. Week June 28,1976,
at 67, 73-74.
23. Fora fast second position to be optimal, the imitation lag must be
very short, the imitator's target share of the market must be very
large, and th.e. imitator's market penetration area must be high
relative to that of the inventor. Baldwin and Childs, The Fast Second
and Rivalry in Research and Development, 36 S. Econ. J. 18-24
(19691.
24. Various studies have found patent invalidity rates ranging from
53% to 72%. See, R. Nordhaus, Adjudicated Patents (976); .Dear·
born and Baal, Adjudicationspy Circuits and Arts Involved, in The
Encyclopedia of Patent Practice and Invention M~anagement (Calvert
ed. 1964); Tegtmeyer, For Greater Patent Validity, 19Am. U.L. Rev.
21 119691: Federico. Adjudicated Patents, 1948-1954. 38 J. Pat. all.
Soc'y 245·249 (1956).
25. Lawrence Baum discusses the various reasons for increased
holdings ,of patent invalidity in The Federal Courts and Patent
Validity; A n analysis 0/ the Record, 56 J. Pat. all. Soc 'y 758 (1974).
26.ld. at 766-770.
27. E.g.,Pfizer, Inc. v. Lord, 456 F.2d 532 (Bth Cir.1972J, cert. denied,
406 U.S. 976119721; Picard v; United Aircraft Corp .• 128 F.. 2d 632,
638 (2d Cir. 1942) (Frank,J., concurring), cert. denied, 317 U.S. 651
(942); Great -A&P Tea Co. v. Supermarket Equipment Corp., 340
U.S. 147 (19501: Graham v. John Deere Company. 383 U.S.l (1966).
However, Judge Frank felt that:

"To denounce patents merely because they create monopolies is to
indwg-e in superficial thinking. We may still want our society to be

£undamcntallycompctitive.·' Picllrdv. United Aircraft Corp., supra
at 643.
28. Res(~arch has hccomemor(~ expensive; it requires morc expl'rtbw.
and takes longer to achieve rcsulls. For instance, in 1~1(i5 the
chemicals 'and allied products industry obtained,5.3 patents pt~r $1
million (constant 1967 dollars) invested in R&.D .. The fig-urI' went ..
down to 4'.7 in 1970 and to 3.9 in 1973. In addition, the number of man- V"
years required to dcV('lop a patent intTeascd from 5.1 to 5.6 to 7.4 fnr
those same years; More Money and Work Yield Fewer Patents, 54
Chem. & Eno 'r News, July 26.1976. ;1.1.15.

In the face of such obstacles, independent inventors, such as· an
Edison, are slowly becoming the exception. rather than the rule. A
greater percentage of patents each year are being initially assigned
to corporations by inventors in their employ and correspondingly
fewer to individuals. Orkin, The Legal Rights of the Employed In
ventor: New Approaches to OldProblems, 56 J. Pat. Off. Soc'y 719,
740119741,

It also is clear that corporations do not, as a usual course, buy up
the inventions of individuals but rather prefer to internalize their
R&D because of tax-advantages, the threat of antitrust laws, and the
economies realized through close cooperation between their R& Dand
production staffs in readying new products and proceslics for the
market place. See, Sanders, Pattern.~ of Commercial Exploitation of ,.
Patented Inventions by Large and Small Corporations, 8 P. T. C. J.
Res. & Ed. ,51 (964) [hereinafter cited as Sanders).
29. See note 28 supra, Also, the increasing-necessity for inventive ac
tivity to be sponsored by the government, universities, and industry
has spurred criticism tbat the rewards of the patent system have
been directed away from the inventor. Part of this concern seems to
be founded on ethical grounds (Machlup's "natural·law" thesis), but
much of the substantive criticism is grounded on a fear of corporate
economic power. For the most part this latter objection as it relates to
the patent system is probably unfounded. Studies on the com
mercialization of patents by corporations are somewhat inconrJusive,
partly because some firms are reluctant to release such data to
researchers and partly because their internal accounting procedures
do not allocate income and expenses by patent.

Based on questionnaires, Sanders advanced several conclusions.
See Sanders, note 28 supra. First, small firms have a higher propor
tion of their patents in use. Second, large co'rporations tend to license
a lar~er proportion of their unused patents than do smaller cor
poratIOns. Third, larger firms seem to use the invention earlier,
relative to the date of issuance of the patent. Fourth, small firms
claim more frequently that patent.ed inventions increased their sales, ..
whereas the large firms more often say that the inventions reduced ... ~
their costs of production.
30. Edison, Jewett, Waldemar Kaempffert, GerardSwope, R. P. Fish,
and various Commissioners of Patents. The American Chemical
Society asked its thqusands of members to report any cases, and none
were reported. In 1912 the Oldfield Hearings on Compulsory Licenses
heard 60 witnessesin 27 public hearings but none claimed to know of
a case of suppression. Jomt Economic Comm.. (Gilfillanl, .B8th Cong.,
2d Sess., Invention and the Patent System 90 (954) (hereinafter
cited as Gilfillan):
31. Investigation oj Concentration of Economic Power.' Final Report
and Recommendations of the Temporary National Economic- Com
mittee, S. Doc. No. 35, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. 36. 249, 269 (941). cited
in Collins et al., Patent Policy. Technological Innovation and Govern
ment Contracts.' A Selective Critique 3 (974).
32. E.G., United States v. Standard Oil Co., 1940-1943 TrafJe Cas.
j 56.198 ID.N.J. 19421. modified. 1940·1943 Trrule Cns. j 56. 269
(D.N.J. 1943); United States v. Ge,neral Electric Co., 1946·1947 Trade
Cas.j 57,448 (D.N.J. 1946); United States v. Aluminum Company of
America, 1940·1943 Trrule Cas. j 56,200 (S.D.N.Y. 19421: Unitod •
States v. Merck & Co.. 1944·1945 Trrule Cas. j 57,4161D.N.J. 19451: '@!7
Morton Salt v. G. S. Supping-er, 314 U.S. 488 (1942),
33. Arnold, The Abuse of Patents, in Patent Property and the Anti
Monopoly Laws 565·580 (Barnett ed. 1943) [hereinafter cited as Ar
nold).
34. United States v. Standard Oil Co., 1940·1943 Trade Cas. ~ 56,198
ID.N.J.19421.modijied, 1940·1943 Trrule Cas. j 56,269 ID.N.J. 19·131.
35. The classic study of the rubber crisis can be found in Stafl 01
Senate Comm. on the Judiciary (Solol, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., Syn·
thetic Rubber.' A Case Study in Technological Development Under
Government Direction 1·130 (Comm, Print 1959) (hereinafter cited as
Synthetic Rubberb
36. Langner, We epend on Invention, in Patent Property and the
A nti·Monopoly Laws 581-596 (Barnett ed. 1943) [hereinafter cited ,as
~angner). .
37. United States v. General Electric Co., 1946·1947 Trade Cas.
j 57,448 ID.N.J. 19461 lfiled Jan. 27, 1941).
38. Arnold, supra note ,33, at 574-577. Beginning its research in"
fluorescent lighting in 1935, GE was able to develop a marketablc.f/.
lamp in three years. For a case study of the invention, see Bright and ".--
MacLaurin, Economic Factors Influencing the Development and In·
troduction of the Fluorelicent Lamp, 51 J. Pol. Econ. 429·51 (1943).
39. United States v. Bausch & Lomb, Optical Co., 1940·1943 Trade
Cas. j 56,052 (S.D.N.Y.19401.
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of ('ommt~rCt~ in any sl'd,iotl of tht' \'ountry, t1w Chairman shall so ('pr·
tify to ndistrid ('our!. of ttw lJnitt'dStal('s, whil'h shall review tl1l'
Cliairmnn's det.ermination. If the district COllrt upholds slI('h, dt~l\'r'
lllination. the courl. shall issue an ordt'r fC(juirin.'t the perSOn who
owns such pate'nt.. or rights theft'under, (.0 \i{'cnsc it Oil sUl'h
reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms and conditions as the court,
aft(~r hcnril1!',may"dl'lcrminc.
62. The lIarhridf~c Houst' stlldy found that only Hi of HilH pal.t'nls
owO('d by I{ov"rnmcnl. ('ontradors W('fl' unavailable for lit'cilsinl: to
other firms. f<':RDA. The Palr.lIl Policies Affectillg ERDAJ:..'ncT!JY
Programs, Att. A-4, at 15-16 1197{)),
63. United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp. 289 U.S. 178,'186
(19331.
64. "Enormous profits" per se should not be society's concern if there
are corresponding benefits of the miracle invention which are
reasonably available to all and a net benefit. to society is t.hereby
achieved.
65. ERDA·48, supra note 4, at IX·2.
66. ld. at IX-I and -2. .
67. One study of 82 individual investors in the venture capital market
showed that 59% of the investments were st.raight equity; 32%, con
vertible debit; and 8%, straight debt. Another study of 354 organized
investors showed that convertible debt' was involved in 76% of the
financing deals. A. Bean et al., The Venture Capital Market and
Technological Innovation 37 (974) (paper prepared for National
Science Foundation).
6RA. Okun, Equality and Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff 48 (975),
citing L. Goodwm. Do the Poor Want to Work? 112 (1972):
69. ld. at 46-49.
70. A rlhur D. Little, Inc/Industrial Research, Inc., Barriers to In·
novation in Industry, Opportunities for Public Policy Changes 22
(1973). .
71. For a summary of the economic studies on the relation between
firm size and innovative activity, see C, Kittiand C. Trozzo; The Ef
fects ofPatent and Antitrust Laws, Regulations and Practices on In·
novation, vol. I, at 118-144 (1976) (Paper P-I075 prepared for the In
stitute For De-fense Analysis).
72. ERDNs title-with-waiver policy is designed to make new
technology available to the entire private sector, except in those
situations where exclusive rights appear necessary for com·
mercialization. Hopefully, the new technology dev~loped under ER·
DA's auspices will encourage the private sector to invest additiorial
funds in Improvement technologies. In a few situations, a contract
with-one corporation might spur the other members of the industry to
invest to remain competitive. However, ERDA should never allow it
self to unfairly assist one company to the detriment of the compet.itive
market. ERDA has entrusted the functions of publicity and coor
dination to its Office of Commercialization, which is to provide the
necessary interface between government and the private sector. ER
DA 76·1 supra note 1, at 75-76.
73. Anal0tP" to the defense industry should be drawn with care. DoD
has traditIOnally been its own consumer with little actual interest in
the transfer of technology to the private sector.
-74. Harbridge House, Inc., I Government Patent Policy Study, Final
Report 1-13 thru-26 11968).
75. ERDA·48, supra note 4, at IX-2_
76. Cf. International Licensing A~eements.

77. See Generally Srnith, Why L1cense?, in M. Finnegan and B. Brun
svold, The Law & Bus£ness ofPatent & Know-How Licensing A·I-66
119751.
78. See, Baxter, Legal Restrictions on Exploitation of the Patent
Monopoly: An Economic Analysis. 76 :Yale L.J. (966).
79. See, e.g., Transparent-Wrap Mach. Corp. v. Stokes & Smith Co..
329 U.S. 637 (1947); International Nickel Co.v. Ford Motor Co., 166
F. Supp. 551 (S.D.N.Y. 1958); United States v. Wisconsin Alumni
Research Foundation. 1970 Trade Cas. ~ 73.015 (W.D. Wis; 1970).
80. McLaren. Licensing ofPatents and Technology-Application afthe
United States Antitrust Laws, in 1 M. F1'nnegan and R. Gold·
scheider, The Law and Business ofLicensing 249 (1975). .
81. Supra note 61.
82.395 U.S. 653119691.
83. Among the declaratory judgment actions reaching the Circuil
Courts of Appeal are Beckman InstrUlnt~nts. Inc. v Technical
Development. 433 F.2d 55 (7th Cir. 1970); Robin Products Co. v.
Tomecek. 465 F.2d 1193 f6th Cir. 1972); Modrey v. American Gage &
Machine Co., 478 F.2d 470 (2d Cir. 1973) (summary judgment for
payments due under license reversed, with the court noting that the
licensee could raise issue of invalidity on remand); and Atlas
Chemical Industries, Inc. v. Moraine Products, 509 F.2d 1 (6th Cir.
1974)
84. Thiokol Chemical Corp. v. Burlington Industries, Inc. 448 F.2d
1328 (3d Cir. 1971). Contra, Product Eng. & Mfg., Inc. v. Barnes, 424

. F. 2d 42 (lOth Cir. 1970); cf. Kyson Industrial Corp. v. Pet.. Inc., 459
F.2d 1010 (6th Cir. 1972) (state court action for breach of contract
could not be removed solely due to questions of patent validity),
,15. American Stabilizer Co. v. Sybron Corp. 526 F.2d 542 (3d Cir~
1975).
86.524 F.2d 1097 17th Gir.I915!.
87. USM Corp. v. Standard Pressed Steel Co., F. Supp. 184 U.S.P.Q.
476.478 (N.D. 111.1974).
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fiR. Sa, 1'..1]., Stt~rn. Antitr11Ri Impliwtions 0/ [.i/!(!T 11. Atkins, If) J1n·
titnu;t Bull. 6G3 (Hl70l; Note, Patent Law - Pl1tellt ValiJliiy: The
Public is the Thinl Pl1rly, 51 Denver L.J. H5 (1974); Comment, Lin'n
see Estoppel and Royalty Payments After Lear: Inconsistencies
Within the Lower Courts Circumvent Lear Rationale, 28 Vand. L.
Rev. 399119751.
89. E.g., Product r~ng. & Mf&.Inc. v. Barnes. 424 F'. 2d 42 OOth Cir.
1970l; Hohin Products Co. v. I'ollwc('k, 4GG r.2d 119316to Cir. li172l;
Modrcy v. ArrH'ric:\n Gage & Machine Co.. 478 r'.2d 170 (2d Cir. 1973);
Kraly v. National Distillers and Chemical Corp., 502 r'.2d 1366 (7th
Cir.1974).

90. Kraly v. National Distillers and Chemical Corp." 502 F.2d 1366 (7th
Cir. 19741,Crane Co. v. Aeroquip Corp., 504 F.2d 1086. 1092 17th Cir.
1974). Contra, Broadview Chemical Corp. v. Loctite Corp .• 474 F.2d
1391,1395 12d Cir. 1973J;United States ex reI. Shell Oil Co. v. Barco
Corp., 430 F.2d 989. 100102 18th Cir. 19701: Schlegel Mfg. Co. v. USM
Corp.• 525 F.2d 775 16th Cir.1975J.
91. 395 U.S. 653, 670 (969). Justice Brandeis on anotheroccasionex~

pressed the same idea, "The general rule of law is, that the noblest of
human productions -:" knowledge. truths ascertained. conceptions,
and ideas - become. after voluntary communication to others, free as
the air to common use," International News Senrice v. Associated
Press, 248 U.S. 215, 250 (1918) (Brandeis. J., dissenting).
92.53 U.S. Der't of Commerce, Survey·o! Current Business 28, 11, 7.
10 IJune, 1973 . .
93. For discussion of the effect of compulsory licensing on trade secret
protection see Section VC4 infra.
94. See Section II E supra.
95. Mere nonuse of a patent does not constitute such misuse as to
warrant the withholding of injunctive relief. Continental Paper Ba'g
Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag Co., 210 U.S. 405 (1908); Special Equipment
Co. v. Coe, 324 U.S. 370 119451. . .
96. Sucha statute would have to be consistent with Art. 5(a) of the in
ternational (Paris) Convention for 'the protection of Industrial
Property, which provides in relevant part:' (2) Each country of the
Union shall have the right to take legislative measures providing for
the grant of compulsory licenses to prevent the abuses which might
result from the exclusive rights conferred by the patent, for example,
failure to work. '
(3) Forfeiture of the patent shall not be prescribed except in cases
where the grant of compulsory licenses would not have been suf
ficient to prevent such abuses. No proceeding for the forfeiture or
revocation of a patent may be instituted before the expiration of two
years from the grant of the first compulsory license. (4) An ap
plication for a compulsory license may not be made on the ground of
failure to work or insufficient working before the expiration .of a
period of four years from the date of filing of the patent application or
three years from the date: of the grant of the patent whichever period
last expires; it shall be refused if the patentee justifies his inaction by
legitimate reasons. Such a compulsory license 'shall be nonexclusive
and shall not be transferable, even in the form of the grant of a
sublicense, except with that part of the enterprise or goodwill using
such license.
97. Patent misuse has been found to include practices which amount
to attempting to extend the collection of royalties based on use of a
patent beyond its expir~tion date, Brulotte v. Thys Co., 379 U.S. 29
(964); restricting a licensee from dealing in unpatented comp.etitive
products, F.C. Russell Co. v. Consumers Insulation Co., 226 F.2d 373
(3d cn·. 1955); and tying sales or leases of unpatented equipment to a
patent license, U.S. Plywood Corp. v. General Plywood Corp., 370
F.2d 500 16th Cir.1966), eert. denied. 389 U.S. 820 (1967).
98. Morton Salt Co. v. G. S. Suppin~er Co, 314 U,S. 488 (942).
99. United States v. General ElectriC Co., 272 U.S. 490, 491 (1926).
100. The FTC under Section 5 of the Sherman Act and Section 7 ofthe
Clayton Act has on occasion, ordered compulsory licensing of patents,
but only in the case of American Cyanamid v. F.T.C., 363 F,2d 757
Wth Cir. 1966) has such a decree been judicially enforced, A few con··
sent decrees have been entered under which provision was made for
compulsory licensing: In only one instance" resolving the FTC com
plaint against Xerox (F,T,C. No, 8909. filed Jan. 31, 1973J, has man
datory licensing been required of an entire patent portfolio (Xerox's)
at no or minimal royalties. .
101. From 1941 to 1957, between 30,000 and 35,000 patentswere sub~
j~cted to compulsorzlicensing through antitrust consent decrees.
Frost, Compulsory icensing and Patent Dedication Provisions of
Antitrust D~crees - A Foundation for Detailed Factual Case
Studies. 1 P.T.C. J. Res. & Ed. 127, 135·136119571. Between 1957 and
1970 at least 18 consent decrees, with an jndeterminate number of
patents. involved compulsory licensing. 1 T. Lindstrom andK. Tighe,
A ntitrll$t Consent Decrees, cxli-cxlv (1974), .

102. Staff of Senate Comm. on the Judiciary (Hollabaugh), 86th
Cong., 2d Sess., Compulsory Patent Licensing Under Antitrust
Judgments 1 (Comm. Print 1960), The current Harbridge House
study sponsored by ERDA should add more factual data.to the exist
ing bodyofknowledge and add to our understanding of the effect on
R&D of court-ordered compulsory licensing. . .
103.ld. at 22. ..
104.ld. at 13-14, 18.
105.ld. at 21.

106, lIartfilrd.I,;mllirc Co. v. United States, 323 U.S. 386, clarified,
324 U,S, 570 0945. .
107.323 U.s. a141J0.
108. 323U.S. at 415-417. In United States v. National Lend Co.. :l32
U.S. 219,338(946), the Courl did Iwt reach the qu(,;<;tion ofwl!eth.er AI
royalty free licensing, as a malter of law, was a remedy the dy;tnct V
court could rCljuirc, havinK found that compulsory li<'pnslngat.
reasonable roya ties was t.he appropriatl' nmH'dy. Tlw rnllrt's did.a
sUg'g-C'sts this qm>slion of whether rnyalty·frec lirC'nsing- can bt~

judiciallr dl'crecd may ;<;tilllw olH'n dl'~pilc Hartrord·r'~mpin~.
109.1 G. Kilti & C.,Trozzo, The r..jJer:ts of Patent (l1ld Antitrll$t
Laws, Regulations, and Practices on Innovation 110 (1976).
110. United States v. Line Material Co.. 333 U.S. 287, 310 (948).
111. United States v, Mfrs; Aircraft Ass'n, No. 72-CIV-1307
IS.D.N.Y., filed Mar. 29,1972),40 Fed. Reg. 30848119751.
112. Where Private Industry Puts Its Research Money, Bus. Week,
June 28,1976, at 64.
113, Supra note 111, at 30851-30852.
114. United States v. Automobile Mfrs, Ass'n., 1969 Trade Cas.
~ 72.9071C.D. Cal. 19691.
115.42 U.S.C. § 1857 b-l (970). As previously noted. this provision of
the Act has never been utilized.
116. After much discussion of the problem the Court finally decidedlo ..
allow the parties to bargain in an attempt to agree on the reasonable ..
royalty initially to be charged. 65F. Supp. 271, 1760946J.
117. See, e.g.• Faulkner v. Gihhs, 199 F.2d 635. 638 19th Cir.19521.
118. The rreceding discussion on factors influencing the detcr
mination 0 a 'reasonable royalty is Iiherally adapted from Finnegan
and Mintz, The Determination of A Reasonable Royalty in M. Fin
negan and B. Brunsvold. The Law and Business 0/ Patent andKnow
How Licensing, 3-1-24 (975) (hereinafter cited as "Finnegan"],
119, For other factors. see the discussions .on licensing and the deter·
mination of reasonable royalties, supra.
120. See note 24 supra.
121. This statement may be disputed by SOr.1€ and the available data
on innovation as correlated to firm size is admittedly not conclusive.
For a thorough discussion, see Jewkes supra note 58, at 123-130.
122. Sanders, note 28 supra.
123.ld.
124, Finnegan supra note 118 at E-ll, 12.
125. Supra note 51. See also ERDA 76-1 supra note 1, at 16·19.
126.See pp. 57;58 infra. . .
127.416 U.S. 470 09741.
128. For a listing of the state trade secret laws as of 1974, see.
Stamicarbon v. American Cyanamid Co., 506F.2d 532, 540 n. 11 (2d"
Cir.1974).
129. For a collection of state cases, see Milgrim. Trade Secrets &
1,01(2) (976); It is interesting to note that the Second, Third, ana
Eighth Circuits most consistently hold patents invalid; with the ex
ceptions of Iowa and North Dakota, every state in those three circuits
has statutory law (New York, New Jersey. Pennsylvania. Arkansas,
Minnesota, and Nebraska) or substantial case law (Connecticut, Ver
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